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Denver, Colo., Feb. 16Tenlghlmd
Wednesday generally fair. Warmer south
portion.
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Santa Fe. X. M. Fe:i lt. Seven
bills were re port ad f r parage l,y
'n
the committ. is having th.-icharge whtn the Huuw met tli.s
morning. Two bills of minor importance were passed, ami ft r the pus-saof a resolution condf inning the
author of a newspaper article and
the paper which reproduced It, the
House adjourned until afternoon.
Both the Council and the House
held busy wesslon
this afternoon.
Four new bills were Introduced in the
House, the most important of which
was one by Gallegos, having for Its
object the establishment and maintenance of poor farms in several
counties of the territory.
After
considerable
debate the
Houm passed a resolution by Sanchez providing for the investigation
of several educational Institutions by
a point committee of three members
from each house. A separate committee is to visit each Institution, which
would take about all the members of
the legislature for the committees
It ia proposed that the Investigations
shall be made between Thursday and
Monday of a certain week.
The Council passed Navarro's resolution providing for a rigid investigation of higher educational Institutions that more economy may bejiad
in their "conduct.
The Council at-tpassed stinstitute for Council bill 61,
reconsidered yesterday, an act validating acta of county treasurers. Five
new bills were Introduced.
Late this r.'temoon the House took
up for consideration the archaeology
school biU for action on the amendments made thereto by the Council.
to
A motion by Mirabal to refuse
concur In the amendments was lost
by a vote of 14 to 8 and a motion
that the amendments be concurred
in was lost by a vote of 13 to 9. A
motion by Mirabal to have a committee of 3 confer with a like committee from the Council to agree on a
report on the amendments
carried,
and Mirabal. Baca and Brlco were
named on the committee. It is believed the bill will eventually pas.
though there is considerable opposiin the House.
tion to
The Council adjourned over until
tomorrow but at a late hour the
He lis? wa.- - htil1 in session.
lirilM'ry Oiarjre Sllrs Hon-'- .
While both the Council and the
House held busy sessions yesterday
afternoon, the House furnished the
must excitement, which was precipitated by the Walters resolution to
postpone indefinitely action on all
county bills and requiring a
vote of the House to take up
any such measure for consideration.
In explaining the purpose of his resolution, Mr. Walters made an unfortunate break, when he stated that the
real purpose of the resolution was to
thwart any attempt that he had heard
might be made to buy the votes of
certain members for the purpose of
awing county bills. Just where Mr.
Walters heard that curtain members
might be bought, is not known exactly. He himself Maid he had heacd
It reported about the streets, but he
made no definite charge. Mr. linker
only made matters
of Guadalupe
worse when lie made a motion that
the sieaker name a special committee
summon witnesses and inof three-tvestigate the charge of attempted
bribery. After Speaker Miera had
explained the motion and had cited
its purposes as being a further reflection on the members, the naming
of such a committee being In the
way of recognition of the charge of
bribery, the House voted to strike
the motion from the records.
The only other feature of the afternoon session yesterday waa the passage of a bill introduced by Speaker
Miera. appropriating 133.500 for the
completion of the extension to the
capitol. tn pay for furnishing the
mansion, to pay the deficit ill
the purchase price of the land upon
which the mansion stands and to
connect up the addition of the capitol
to the main building by means of a
corridor. There was not a vote registered against this bill, although last
week identically the same measure,
introduced by Mr. Kaca, was defeated
by a tie vote. Mr. liara In explaining
has vote stated he knew that his
measure was defeated out of spite
work and because he had introduced
it. but said he did not care about the
rebuff; that such little, narrow mind- --
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Indianapolis, Feb.
16.
The. first
national tariff convention, whose del-- t
gates hope to point the way for the
establishment of a permanent tariff
commission, assembled here today. J.
J. VanCleve. president of the National Association of 'Manufacturers,
whs made permanent chairman.
The
discussion nf a tarifT commission and
methods of revising the tariff were
discussed.
In his address Mr. Van Cleve said
in

STRIKING PHdTOtVRAPH OF M E.MORA RLE SCENE IN" THE HOt'SE OK REPRESENTATIVES AT WASHINGTON WHEN THE VOTH OF THE
ELECTOR A I, COLLEGE WAS CONFIRMED AND TAFT AND SHERMAN WERE DECLARED DULY ELECTED PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES
THE SENATE WAS PRESENT. LEANING OVER THE SPEAKER'S DESK IS SPEAKER CANNON.
THE FIGURE ON HIS RIGHT IS VICE RESIDENT FAIRBANKS.
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part:

This is neither the place nor the
time for an academic discussion of
the relative merits und demerits of
protection and free trade. A few
weeks hence President Taft will call
Congress In session to revise the tariff. In the work of revision
two
things ought to be kept in mind-prote- ction
for all the producers who
need any protection, and revenue for
the government.
These things are
not necessarily antagonistic.
An Intelligent tariff adjustment would furnish both. Therefore, free traders
und ultra protectionists are equally
Interested in getting this sort of an

adjustment.

NO AMERICANS

BURNED NEWSPAPERS

REPORIER KING EDWARD FORMALLY

IN MEXICO THEATRE

FIVE

OPENS PARLIAMENT
BY THE

IT

HOUSE,

:.

CANDIDATES

ARE

AFTER POSITION AS

AT LONDON

U.

S. MARSHAL

The Amarlcan Consul Wires He Writes an Article Which Much Interest Attached Be- Interesting Contest Develops
Offended Members and
Washington That No Citcause of Report That DisOver Appointment to Be
Reflected onNcvv'
Made for New
izens of This Country
turbance Would

:
Hy our present tariff framing ma."'
Were Killed.
Mexico.
Be Made
Mexico.
chinery we cannot make this sort of
n adjustment of the schedules, be,
cause,
,
,
...
bur'ke
SANTA FE NEWSPAPER
1. Like mankind. Jn general most INCOMPLETE REPORT
THE- - KING ALLUDED .
.
Lead
of the persons consulted by the ways
WAS' ALSO CONDEMNED
REGARDING DISASTER
OVER THE OTHERS
and means committee In framing
TO HIS BERLIN TRIP
tariff measures are selfish,, and thus
are biased In the interest of their
Washington, D. C., Feb. 16. There j Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 16. Because
cwn Industry.
London,. Feb. 16. The fuct that It
""ia re, M cfi). m. Tiie pie-w2.
The committee lacks the knowl- were no American lives lost In the cr a descriptive article on Santa Fe
ofillmlnary contest for the appointment
the first public appeurance
edge to enable it to detect extrava- tire which destroyed the Flores the- -' and Its people, written by W. F. Wil- - the king and queen since their re- - of irnl,ed
States marshal
in
New
gance or distortion in the witnesses' atre at Acapulco, Mexico,
Sunday cox, a newspaper reporter, and which turn from the trip to Berlin, and
'x'LO hus b"un a,,1
n "terestlng
rer.ppeared recently in an obscure east- the additional fact that the unem- night), according to a dispatch
statements.
3.
Even If the committee had the ceived by the state department to- ern weekly newspaper, the lower ployed and the suffragets had threat- - rtht 18 ln progress between the five
knowledge it lacks the time to make day from American Consul Moore-hea- house of the Legislature by a vote of ened
demonstrations, candidates
ho have
to
make
announced
Over 200 people were burned -- U to 3 this morning passed a scath- brought out a large crowd for the themselves ambitious for the
the inquiry on which It could coing
according
resolution in whtoh Wilcox Is
to Moorehead.
to death,
rnet them.
opening of Parliament by King "ition. The candidates so far
4.
The committee is partisan, as
veloped are the following: Edward
today.
The theatre was a flimsy wooden leferred to as a "tramp," "cur,"
etc.,
It always and necessarily is,
under structure having but three narrow
and the Santa Fe
The king was accompanied to theU. Burke, Captain Frod Fornoff, of
Eugle,
which reproduced the article royal function by Queen Alexandra ,ne mounted police, Cupt. John W.
Democratic as well as under Repub- exits. It was packed Sunday night j
lican sway.
because of u performance in honor of in last Saturday's edition, was cen and other members of the royal Green, ouperlntendent of the terriH Is the system of tariff framing Governor Damiun Floreg of Guerrero, sured for so doing.
household.
The police were out In torial penitentiary; Thomas S. Hub-belBesides condemning Wilcox and force and were ready to deal with
and not the Individual members of who was a visitor in the city, and
of Albuquerque and C. M.
r,
me ways and means committee, or-o- f the audience was composed of mem- characterizing his article as an
the present Incumbent.
any disturbance that might occur, but
g
Spanish-speakinCongress that is to blame. Hut In-- I bers of the highest families socially
libel on the
On the surface It would appear
no attempt at demonstrations was
people and the city of Santa Fe, made.
civiuuany nnn collectively Congress
that Burke has the best of the situathe stnte. The tire started when
will be to blame unless it abolishes a moving picture film blaze, up "and the resolution bar
him from the
The speech of the king from the tion so far. He Is a brother of Conthe system, and gives us the one set tire to bunting used In decorat- chamber of the House during the) throne occasioned no surprise.
He gressman James Francis Burke, of
which Is proposed hy the great busi- ing the theatre. The panic stricken present session. However, he has pened his speech with a graceful al Pittsburg, Pa., and has the solid
ness organizations of the country. We audience blocked the exits In their not been in the legislative chamber, iUslon to his recent
delegation, with other
visit to Oer- s the representatives nf the business
eastern senators and representatives
to escape and many were roast- and is not the legislative reporter for ma ny.
lush
men of the east and west, north and ed alive, the building burning rap- the paper which he Is employed.
behind him. His brother, who may
south, are here today to give prac- idly.
The article In question was not
succeed Senator Knox In the Senate, ATHLETIC CLUB TEAM
tical voice to this demand. And
written with malice, according to a EXCITING GAMES IN
or falling In that will be Republican
Are lacking.
KcMrl
while here we are likely to say anil
statement made by Wilcox an,) his
whip of the House succeeding WatCtty
16.
f
Mexico.
Because
Feb.
HAS GAMES IN SIGHT
do things which will constrain Con'assertion is borie out by the fact that
son, Is lining up eastern senators and
e
destroyed
communica-tlitilt
lire
wire
gress to listen, and to heed.
it was printed over Ills signature. The
representative for him. Besides that,
at
It
tion
time
burned the
Our object here today is to lake
article is not lik.lv to attract so
Burke has the endorsement of every
no definite informa-t- o much attention as the resolution con- - '
the tariff out of partisan politics and a tie at
IMuycil Yesterday member of the territorial assembly Sania I'e Team Will Vmo Here Nimiii
lOvenls
Some
last
peolion
as
the
exact
number of
keep it out. In this purpose we feel
demning It, In certain portions of
and prominent men of the territory
ami Ijis iViuvM Has Written
Afternoon and More
perished in the (lames has which the language Is vindictive, to
that we are backed hy the great mass pic who
It is believed he will secure the en"
Today.
for a Dale.
for
l eci ived.
been
The first estimate of siv the least.
of thinking Americans.
consumers
dorsement of the territorial adminisi nd producers.
As everybody in this Si'ii di ad, however. Is believed to be
Th ,ye members who voted against
tournament
of
the
tennis
tration.
The
Though' it was the intention of
hall knows, the man who will call '.00 high, but a number of bodies the resolution were Baker, Moffett
Tennis club continues, und
Burke has been a resident
Santhe Albuquerque Athletic club basket
Congress In session a few weeks still remain in the ruins and until the und Mullens. Baker, In explaining m veral interesting sets were played ta Fe for five years, during ofwhich ball
team to close the season on the
debris has been cleared away it will his vote, said he believed in the freehence stands with us.
n the courts on Central avenue yestime he has held a number of re- 20th of March,
letters receivhe impossible to tell the extent of dom of the press and that he did not terday, quite a number of enthusisponsible iKMitlons and he Is now ed by Manager several
this mornthe holacaust.
1N KSTHJATK
;H IT ( II VHCK.
l.elieve the article was Inspired by astic spectators witnessing the events. chief clerk of the Republican terri- ing will be the McMillen
cause for their exMore than l.Mn people were In the malice but was of the usual "tenderMadison Feb. 16. The legislative
The most interesting of yesterday's torial committee and secretary of th tending the season. One letter this
committee today began Investigation theatre, the occasion being a func- foot" variety. Mullens said he be- contests was that played between Dr. statehood league.
morning was from Manager J. A.
of the primary election of September tion in honor of the visiting governor lieved the resolution would only tend Robert Smart and Roy Stamm, both
Anderson of the Ijib Cruces teum
last to elect a United States senator. of Guerrero. The llames started from to advertise the article and would of whom rank among the best play-ir- s
asKtng ror a game In thl city on the
gume
It Is the outcome primarily of charg- a binning film of a moving picture therefore, do harm, and Moffett was
WAR
WITH
resulted
of the club. The
JAPAN
27th of next month. Mr. Anderson
though
es alleging bribery and
he in the following scores:
corruption 111111 bine and spread so rapidly as to of the same opinion,
und
states In his communication that his
escape.
off
all
paper
thought
cut
local
In
printfor
the
which
the
rush
which were made against
Mr.
Mr.
Jameson defeated
Price
United
organization is
of some of
Srate Senator Isaac Stephenson, who the o'ltKide, the exits were clogged ed the article should be commended, in an interesting series of sets by a
NARROWLY AVERTED the best talent incomposed
the west and as they
many
were not condemned for so doing.
and
score of
received the highest vote on the Re- with humanity
whllo the contest
claim the championship of the southValdess and Hlutiiiian spoke in fai'i!lud to (bath on the Moor. The
publican ticket over three other opStrickler
between Misses Katherlne
west they would earnestly de.:lte to
V'.i ms M. re all roasted, being burn- - vor of the resolution and Vuldez scorponents.
was
und Eileen McMillen
unllnished,
p K. meet the
alllornlu stale Senator say
Albuquerque
boys
who
.' i've.
ed those members who had voted bi ing called on account of darkness.
cupfd OmiIIM With Oriental
boast of the same honors. However,
ngainst it, he believing they had in- The latter game was resumed this
TOO Ml'fll MID IS THROWN"
o
Power by
the local boys do not feel that they
Shaxc.
col;kts uki'rif.vi:. sulted their
afternoon.
other contests scheduled
San Francisco, Feb. 16. With the OH, comi'AXy
can afford to hrlng the Cruces team
doing
by
leagues
so
following:
Texas. Feb. 16. Judge
for today are the
Sherman.
same feeling of bitterness and hosSan
Feb. 16. - That this here as the expense would be too
Mrs. Lester and Miss Jewett. and country Francisco.
tility shown In yesterday's progress H. o. Head, counsel for Chester I!.
matter will be ennsid- was
recently
on tin- verge of large. The
IIIIIIIIKI)
GIRL
Waters-I'icrcISlCVTAI.l.t
e
The war with a
Messrs. Brooks and Woolsey.
tit
t red by the
of the case, the effort to still further Dorchester, receiver for the
Athletic club and if
power
naval
the
of
orient
16.
Marseille,
The
Feb.
France.
winner of the latter match will play was the assertion of
oil company, last night resecure jurors to try Patrick Calhoun
Slate Senat ir proper nnancial hacking can be pro- upon the indictment charging him ceived a message from the clerk of discovery of a revolting crime recall- II 'ward Clark
Ul hard J. Welch who is here with cured the Ijs Cruces team will be
ing
ease
in
detail
occurred
which
the
today. the supreme court of tin' United
with bribery was resumed
brought here.
the legislative committee
0 7 h.n caused a great
wi:atiii:h is modkrvtivg.
Waller J. Rock, subjected to severe States at Washington, stating that the in Paris in
Mr. McMillen also received
chal- ing
the
Islalx
pr.Je
Creel
Senator
Tieeight
City,
16.
Mo.,
body
Clearan
sensation
of
Kansas
here.
Feb.
finally up. mandate of the recent decision, upexamination by
lenge from Manager Albert ( 'lancy.
Welch
said
year
t
2S
by
temperature
girl.
ing
old
weather with lower
knife
mi
pealed to the court saying: "I want holding the state of Texas in the
who is playing with the Santa Fe
"If you had seen the coi rcspolld-encby prevailed throughout the Southwest
to get out of this Judge, there is too matter of u receiver for the com- wounds and furtle r mutilated
basket ball team. Mr. Clancy also
that
passed
has
Presibetween
popuIn
today.
Telegraph
communication is
the
much mud thrown here." Whereupon pany, has been stayed for thirty days burns ha been found
asks for a game before the A. A. C's.
dent
Roosevelt,
lloveitior
and
liillclt
tiecity.
slowly
being
restored,
quarter
while the
The child
of
IS.
from February
The message lous
he was ordered to be stat"il.
Stanton, tout I have seen, i close their season. This challenge
being railroad aerviee is greatly Improved. Speaker
states that the mandate is tayed in had been III treated before
you would know there was only a has already been accepted and the
w
was
living
ho
ith
the matter of the fine, state receiv- killed. The man
KATIIQIAKK IX TlltKKV.
short time ago a danger of conflict ' game will be played in this city in
TA IT UKA( lli:s WASHINGTON'.
No her mother who was a widow hat
Constantinople. Feb. 16. A number ership and federal receivership.
h.twe.n two gi.iit naval powers of the near future. Mr. Clancy states
President16.
Washington.
Feb.
been arrested.
that the Santa Fe organisation Inof houses and government buildings grounds were given for the action.
elect Taft arrived here at 6:30 this the Pacific."
at Sivas, the capital of Vilavet of the
This Ktatemeiit was made in an- cludes several college men who have
IV WRIXK.
m jrning from Cincinnati. Shortly afSIX
IHAI
MORI-- WOMKN ATT.UKKD.
same name in Asiatic Turkey, colnt excellent records on the basket ball
Murphysboro, III.. Feb. 16. South- ter his arrival he went to the Whit'! swer to the argument of an opp
lapsed today, the result of an earthBerlin. Feb. 16. Vicious attacks bound Illinois Central train N). 2a5 House and breakfasted with Presi- of the Islais Creek project that the court,
quake. The loss of life lias not been on women on the streets continue was wrecked six tmles east of her? dent Roosevelt. The trip from Cin- supporters' pluu had be lo attempt
ascertained but the reports say thir- and the criminal has not yet been today. There were ..x MTon report- cinnati was made without an acci- to gain Mippurt for it by maintainMWV MIX KltS KXTOMIlt.lt.
ty persons were killed and a number arrested. There were two new' cases ed killed while thirty were injured. dent.
ing that government
navy yards
Castle. England, Feb. 16. A
InMany of the
of others injured.
this morning, both women being The details are lacking owing to
While at the White Hou.-- e Mr. Taft should be established at Hunter's serious explosion occurred this afthabitants are without shelter. The j ellghtly wounded. This brings the broken telegraph wires.
A
(relief had a conference with the president point. Senator Welch Insisted that ernoon at the colliery In the northtown hag a population of about 5(000 j total since the beginning of the
train has left her. for the scene of and the board of engineers who ac- a navy yard would surely be built west Durham. One hundred and
J per" outrages, up to 22.
within the next ten year.
disaster.
companied him to Panama.
thirty miners are reported entombed.
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Kansas City, Feb. 16 Armed with
reviver In one hand and a dyna-inl- 'e
bomb In the other, a man apparently about 40 years of age. today entered the home of Lawrence
M. Jones, president o: the Jones Bros.
Dry Goods company if this city, and
demanded $7,000. By a ruse Jonea
overpowered the man, who was ar,,
rested.
At, the police station the man gave
the name of C. H. Garnett. He declared that he had planned, after
receiving the money from Jonea, to
take the latter to Independence,' a
suburb, where he would have chained him up ln a house that he had
fitted up for the purpose. He said he
had been planning this scheme for
months.
The man appeared at the Jones
home shortly before noon. He was
shown Into the library and when
Jones entered the room the
man
pointed a revolver at him and forced
him to be seated. He then told Jones
that he must give up 17,000 or the
house would be blown up. and at the
same time he produced the bomb.
Jones engaged him in conversation
lind ln turn Jones' wife and son appeared In the doorway. Roth were
compelled to be seated and after a
parley It was agreed that Jones and
Garnett should go to the baak and
get the money, 'tin the way out of
the room Jones tripped up the man
find he and his son pounced on him,
stripped him of his weapons and telephoned for the police.
The bomb
did not explode when the would-b- e
extortionist dropped It.
Garnett acknowledged to the police that the name he had given Is
fictitious. He said that he had family and business troubles and that he
left Omaha three months ago, re- -,
solved to kill himself as soon as his
money ran out.
About ten days ago he went out on
the bridge that spans the- Missouri
here, Intending to blow out his brains,
but the thought occurred to him that
there was one more chance and that
If he could only get a few thousand
dollars he would be all right. He
then decided upon the dynamite plot,
went to Independence and rented a
house and prepared his Infernal machine. The police have not yet been
able to locate the house.
a
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The Albuquerque Citizen
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

STOLE

TVKKIIAY,

LITTLE SAMMY LANGFORD
AFTER BIG JACK JOHNSON

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

THE WRONG

OF ALBUQUERQUE. N M

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

MANAGING

PRESIDENT

1. I09.

FEHItl'AKY

EDITOR

At the Close of Business January 4 1909

GOAT

SCBSCIUPTION RATES.
One year bj mull In advance
Una month by nU..
One month by carrier within ctty limits

matter at tlie
Entered as second-clas- s
Wider Act of OongMs of March S, 1879.

5'?2
JJ

Postotflloe of Albuquerque, N. M.,

RESOURCES

Boston Thief Didn't Know
He Was Taking the "Blan-ke- f

Leans and Discounts
Bonds and Other Securities
Real Estate
Furniture and Fixtures
Cash and Due from other Ranks

of Buffalo

The only Illustrate dally newspaper in New MesJo
ntedium of Urn Southwest.

niK

A

ami

Uxs fceet

Jones

ALB VQTORQ CE CITIZKN IS:

Huston. Feb. 1. When Jimmy
Ryan stole that funny looking fur
overcoat off the hook in the lobby of
rUE AliBCQrERQCE CTTIZEX 1LS: in New Mexico.
the New Marlboro h.Kel on WashingThe nn oft equJmxd Job department
ton street, he didn't know It was the
fhe latest report by Associated Press and Auxiliary New Sendee.
property of the original Rocky moun--AVE GET THE NEWS FIRST."
tain wildcat tamer, 'Buffalo Jones."
Yes, Indeed, if Jimmy Ryan had
STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"
known that "UufTalo Jones- - laughed
Wa faror the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and ut such simple Samson tricks as pull
ninnmnrc
ing a lion's Jaws apart he probably
SAM LANGFORD.
Arlsona as separate states In the Union. Republican National Platform.
would have gone over Into the ComLondon, Feb. 1.1. Sam Langford, rangy, lithe as a tiger, and Langford,
mon, under the apple trees and t.l:TO,
In the stillness of the feathery snow, the chubby black w ho has been fight- - short sturdy and compact, ar? as dif- thought It all over by himself befor" ing welterweights and heavyweights ,,,rPnt ,n appearance and In actions
aM two men Wl'n c"uUi be.
Neverthe-righ- t
he sauntered Into the New Marlboro
and left and beating them, big ,tflH LanKf)r(,
, oe th only
,.
and picked the "blanket" on th"
and little. In the United States will man on the ptigllstle horizon capable
hook.
involved in the contro"Uuffalo Jones" one day took a few be Champion Jack Johnson's next of giving the conqucrer of Burns a
President Roosevelt has so well stated the issue
fight, and Europe Is looking forward
'
reels of stout rope and went up Int opponent.
versy between the federal nnd one or two state governments respecting
Langford and J ihnnon will furnish to the eneount. r with a great deal
cum? buck,
legislation that it mny be hoped his plea that such legislations act-i-b" the mountains. When-h- e
spectacle. Johnson, long. of lilt asure.
he had a wallopin' fine wildcat in tow. a u l i ' u
squelched will prove availing. He shows that the federal government
in ihn interest of the PaclfiV coast states, and Is endeavoring by moans He'd Just gone and lassoed the critter.
Now Jimmy Ryan didn't know any- other bears, and
wholly Inoffensive, and yet entirely effective, to bring about what they
hipping them until the Mimsy one which the lady held
mainland. thing about that. Neither
did he their spirit Is cowed in order to make in her teeth and which the audience
namelv. the exclusion of Asiatic laborers from the American
exelu-Blo- n
Japanese
It
in
remarkably
successful
though
he
Jones,"
know that "Uuffalo
them fear the less ferocious on.s. believed to be her only support: but
That this government has been
exIs some over sixty, can sprint so nimpolicy, the facts conclusively show. Long experience with Chinese
that tests your nerve. It certainly Fieri did not feel hafe at that. So
thoroughly
may
more
bo
bly
over
migration
even
nowadays
he
often
that
mine the first t'nv-- I tried It. lit marly tumbled Joeko from the
clusion has proved that the prevention of
tted
also
is
true
which
elsewhere,
can
a
hauls
sai'sy train that thinks it
accomplished at the point of embarkation than
These cheap drunkards of thieves arc othr end of the plank and ambled
of
some
students
led
get
away
without him.
nothing to handle. Old as I am. th's neivously toward the perch of
of restricting European immigration. The truth hasImmigration should be
There are a whole lot of th'nga thief wns like a chill in my arms.
the immigration problem to urge that restriction of
That
afTectcd.
governments
Jimmy
about "Buffalo Jones" that
brought about by mutual agreements between the
That Is because I huvu never touched
"Here, you get back over there and
So he walked liquor."
Is precisely what the United States and Japan have done with respect to Jap- Ryan didn't know.
do your tumbling:" the ring master
a
fair
we
for
as
think,
up
righteously,
meditatively,
sized
all the
around,
anese coolies. The president pleads, and
may
Jimmy
It
Ryan erdered; and Fieri grinned and shufbe said for
clothes on the hooks concluded that that he wishes
and reasonable trial of this humane and acceptable policy.
good and bard he had fled back.
Presently,
though, he
Yet we hear from the coast a great oeal of talk predicated on the ns- - the queer looking overcoat would fit never touched
g
that
the tail of the trick donkey
Bumption that the federal government Is permitting the western states to be extremely well over his openwork blanket. O, well. Jimmy didn't know grasped
around the big tent with
overrun with Asiatic laborers: that our civilization there is threatened with irousers and frapped jucket, thereupon that's all. He knows now, and after tnd galloped
him in his mad plunge with
his
extinction by reason of this Irresistible and overwhelming migration, and that removed It deftly and departed.
gets
upon
out If
ever called
he
to prize tempted country rider, and in
If Jimmy had known that this puss theNew he'sMarlboro
something must be done at once.
on
hotel
way Fieri maneuvered near the
But Instead of an overwhelming inpouring of Japanese, there is actually "blanket" was worth something like Washington street, he'll pass It by this
a diminution of their numbers within our borders. During the past year 300 buckn. he undoubtedly would way of Joy street. Charlestown. iron tower.
Madanioist lie was harnessed In her
1,000 more have departed than have come In, a fact that the Pacific coasl have hit the bricks like Al Shrubb Brighton Roxbury ami South Boston.
delicately balanced wire mechanism,
DeoDle may deny, but cannot disprove. How much better, then, to await the and thus have avoided nil risk of a Leave It to Jimmy Ryan.
discriminatory
"come back." Yes, Indeed, and if he
musicians quickened
operation of the government's exclusion policy than to adopt
Jimmy was given four months In and Stradella's
their tempo. The pebple on the
and irritating legislation that is more likely than not to destroy nil posslbil- - ,md known that he ha over his arm Jo II 'or h's cgcainido.
regulation
benches looked in fascinating horror
a garment compounded of the hides
lty of peaceful or, at any rate, mutually satisfactory and effective
at the long wire, plunging from the
of Asiatic Immigration. It Is not so much a mutter of avoiding a chance of of a buffalo and u couple of sheep,
tower to the edge of the track, with
war as of avoiding useless offense and of keeping faith with a friendly nation making It .unlike anything else In the
tne immense "figure Kight
that has agreed in a friendly way to keep her luboring population out of our New Marl'ooro hotel, or out of It, Jini- my would, like as not. have taken nil
at the middle portion. Fieri
territory.
DAILY
SHORT
STORIES
the short cuts he could remember to
deserted the bucking donkey and
get to the dim recesses of a Hide d or
slipped over beneath the narrowing
figure.
A few feet away the
I'ullmun down In the freight yards, or
famous
Jacquenelll
family
leaped, somer-huulte- d
behind some big dry goods crate up
i
iiHXKvrir
Ha
iti:
kioht.
and whirled from
spring
When Secretary Wilson a few weeks ago issued his highly entertaining an unpopular alley, before he went t
board upon a thick mattress.
renort showing that the farmers of this country had produced materials dressing; nimsen in it.
lty
B.
Stuiirt
Stone.
But Jimmy
dldn t know
these
Stradella gave a frenzied blare to
worth nearly eight billion dollars last year, there was a general round of ap'click and zizz, and a fluffy, pink
plause. Citizens whose environment is brick, trolley cars, subways, sky- things. And so, when he bad got a
scrapers and cement sidewalks were tempted to say "good boy," and swell piece away from the hotel, wtoppe.il in
Fieri, the clown, turned a triple figure spun downward over the giddy
front of a big plate glass front und
mude a w hirling wagon wheel wire. The audience
with pride with abstract thought of the American agriculturist.
groaned,
the
But the pessimist and detractor occupying one of the back scats, with began to huddle himself Into tire ot himself, bowed mockingly ut the the banit played tremoli stuff again,
huzzaing crowd on the benches, and and Fieri, hardly conscious of what
possibly conservatism of resources Ideas seething through bis brain, ,ulready blanket.
Busy.
"Buffalo"
hiarlng his tiny pink parasol aloft, he did, flung Olovannl Jacquenelll
has arisen. Ho points to the figures: "Corn. $1,615,000,000:" theh he goes
"Buffalo Jones" was taking a turn escorted the mayor's embarrassed from his fat mattress nnd timiroil Ihn
down to the wheat Item, "$620,000,000." and sarcastically inquires if thirt
about the office of the New Marlboro daughter to the reserved seat section thing toward the "Figure Eight."
country is running to hominy, mush and hogs?
Bv way of rubbing it In he shows that the average wheat yield in tnta wnen someoony remarked, "Did you where the blushing
ladv un
The lady shot rocket-lik- e
down the
Eng- - tell that gentleman he might borrow derwent much chafling and banter. long,
country Is only about fourteen bushels to the acre, while in worn-ou- t
n
wire, hit the comHe witheringly remarks that If the American rarmer your overcoat.' or was nc taging it Then Fieri allowed the exaggerated plicated "Figure Eight." flipped, reland It Is thirty-sevehad exceeded a thirty bushel average by Just a little, the value of his wheat out to be pressed or xomethlng,
smile to fade from his
volved, circled, somersaulted through
face, while he turned to look at the
last year would have been $1,620,000,000 Instead of $620,000,000. There- - onel?"
space like a ping catapault- wo it giddy Iron tower 111 the middle of the airy
overcoat
"Huh
What
fore, a billion dollars was lost by not being made.
projectile.
Then something
'I big canvas tent. Beneath his paint thrown
man?" ejaculated
the colonel.
cupped and a pink ball of a figure
anybody
wear
they
didn't
tell
could
y
d
gospresent-datoggery.
smears
and
"Save the child from the factory, mill and mine" Is the
shot rapidly into blank, unsupportlng
-.
i
vt
..,.n.i
rin h. r, ui my coat 'round Boston. Why, man Fieri, the buffoon, hud u soul, and space. A shrill, piercing shriek from
pal,
there
coat
ain't
like
another
that
re,
"Figure
Eight"
without doubt the new
and social reformers than the one
six years at the hands of
the lady, a hundred echoes from the
lating to employed children. Almost every state In the Union has taken ad on seventeen continents. Where in " Hl.t of Mlle Ki,ir,.Ue Dupree was u benches, the groans of men, and a
got
Ryan
Jimmy
one
of
sleeve
hud
g
upon
thing, and funny little muttered prayer from
(linif,.rii
the relation
vanced ground on it. There Was been a renewed emphasis
on ana was oeaming on Fieri and Florette,
in
such confi- Fieri. A straight, swift drop, a noisy
of the boy to the man, and the girl to the woman. Society has come to see me oig coat
In
proudly
glass
plate
himself
the
that to dissipate the tender years of childhood Is a great economic waste. front, when he heard a whoop and a dences as life with the Twenty Big- Impact, a series of gradually diminishgest
Shows on Earth ullowed. admitChildren whose early years are spent in long hours of heavy toll produce that
ing bounces and the lady in pink
clatter of footfalls. A big man, splut- ted that they loved.
class from which the pauper, the criminal and the dependent come.
lay breathless, but unharmed, on the
tering something that didn't sound
Prof. Stradella's World Renowned Jacquenellis'
mattress.
friendly, wai bearing down on him.
President Jose Obaldia of Panama, is much Incensed at the recent attack Here's where
band struck up a rattling. Inspiring Fieri still mumbled his little prayer.
Jimmy
once
know
didn't
on him and his administration by Representative Ralney, and despite the as- - ' more. If he had, he would have gallop, the canvas flaps of the dress
"Thank goodness!" murmured
surance of Roosevelt that this country is not responsible for things, the dropped the blanket and taken hint-sel- f lug room entrance .were shoved back,
to the
"And good-by- e
dazzling,
Mile.
members of Congress say in debate, there Is a possibility that Obaldia may de- and
made
Florette
'Figure Eight' for me."
off. Assured of the recovery of
chtre war and Invade the United States. Such a condition would be too awfui his coat. "Buffalo Jones" might have triumphant entry.
"Well, I should say," chattered
prancing horse Fieri,
On a snow-whit- e
to contemplate.
let it go at that. But Jimmy thought
hysterically; and the reassured
came,
on
standing
arlly
one
fhe
foot. band
he could get away with It. T'.ie big
commenced to play more
In
fluffy
glory
pink
tights
the
and
of
If Mr. Cortelyou could only find It convenient to accept all the Jobs for man looked to chunky to run.
blithly than ever.
skirting.
white
The
audience
ballot
which he has been slated by the newspapers, he would not need to work
With one arm still In a sleeve and
did It, Fieri," said the lady
sight, and mad-...- .. In "You
ut ....
the very
more than a week or two after March 4 next In order to reach a financial the rest of the fur coat trailing along cheered
pink, as the frightened attendants
. . i .i .... ,
.
i
i ......
.i
toe ""'aucL picked her up.
status warranting his retirement to private life for good, provided hU spirit behind him. something like unto th
'I'll marry you to
so moved him.
tall of prehistoric Simian centaur or with graceful nods of her pretty head. morrow
over
a
Fieri,
the clown, floundered
other uncouth breed, Jimmy headed
Fieri stood forth and made
stole the ring muster's whip, a And
Press dispatches said that when King Edward of England met Kaiser for the good old South End and 4 7 hurdle,
horribly grotesque
face at the
way
running
half
around the tent cheering audience.
William of Germany, they kissed each other on the cheek. Taking Into con- Dover street. That was the bi'Bt place
with It; then turned, and watched
sideration the beard of Edward and the moustache of William, It is a little he could think of.
do
anything
for Florette." he
"I'll
"Whoa, there, you," roared
the madamoiselle climb the dizzy Iron murmured; and kicked at Tomaso,
difficult to believe this report.
big man. "Drop that bundle." Even sta irway.
the musical elephant.
"Oh. be careful, little Florette!" he
still
Historian Ferrero says Marc Antony's alleged impassioned million over then Jimmy wasn't wise. He
breath; and
Hair Dresser and Chiropodist.
the dead body of Caesar Was the rankest sort of a "fake." This will In no thought he could get away with the murmured, under his peanuts
at the
wise dampen sophomorlc endeavor during the forthcoming commencement loot. He began to surmise it was whirled about to toss
walking
raccoons.
tope
a
$7.98
better
than
Jimmy's
overcoat.
Mrs.
Bambini, at her parlors opseason, however.
Mlle. Florette reached the top of posite the Alvarado and next door to
ideas on clothing values don't run
much above $8.13 anyway. It was un the very high tower. The Strudella Sturges'
cafe. Is prepared to give
Senator Klttredge has begun an attack on u lock canal.
Kilt
Kl'ink..!
mt.t'K.i musicians
rollicking thorough scalp treatment, do hair
mti.m m tl v. rn.l.l
ceased their
redge evidently Is envious of Tillman, Terkins and the others of his colleagues Coht.n
a clamor and began to play soft. low. dressing, treat
Wi,u(
hlm
buck
corns, bunions and
and
who have been made the recipients of distinguished consideration of late
hulf on It. He'd stick to It.
tremolo stuff. The audience craned ingrown nails. She fives massage
It took the colonel twelve city necks and Fieri, the clown, almost treatment and manicuring.
Mrs.
Twelve thousand dollars worth of presidential automobiles have been blocks to do it. but he did it. While ceased being funny, looking solemnly Bambini's own preparation of comprovided by a
Congress. It Is not a dollar's worth too much for scores looked on In amazement and at the pink lady as he
d
with plexion cream builds up the skin and
Tuft. He is not apt to weigh a pound less during the next four years.
The improves the .complexion, and Is
others turned and followed In his Jocko, the trained baboon.
wake the big man. under full head of "Figure Eight" was a new act. having guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
Owing to a Bcarelty of top huts and frock coats. New Orleans will be steam, overhauled
Jimmy
Ryan, been put on but four times. Once also prepares hair tmlc and cures
compelled to receive Mr. Tail in ordinary citizens' clothes. This, we su.speet, brought to a halt with a yank that there had almost been an accident, and prevents dandruff and hair fallhowever, will be a b'essed relief to the preMdcnt-elec- t.
loowened three or four of Jimmy's when one of the flimsy. Invisible wires ing out, restores life to dead hair, reback teeth, shook him somewh-ihad broken. But they claimed that moves moles, warts and superfluous
We suppose Mr. Taft is keenly alive to the desirability of maintaining severely and handed him over to til', was ull right now. Fieri knew that hair.
For any blemish of the face,
the good will of the South, but it must be admitted that not once since bis first crossing policeman he came to.
there wi re wires und wires other than call and consult Mrs. Bambini.
return from I'anamu has he asked for 'possum.
The Colonel Is (.lad.
When Col. Jones reappeared at the
Still, If Roosevelt's suit against Pulitzer and Smith will interfere with New Marlboro
he waa clad In his
own overcoat, und mighty glad of it.
that African hunt, doubtless Teddy would prefer dropping the suit.
"It wasn't the value of the cout SJ
There seems to be a question among the New Mexico legislators as to much," he mild later, "aB the relations
whether New Mexico needs a school of archaeology or a capitol.
connected with It. The fur of the
coat Itself Is made from the first
We hope, too, that the concerted rebuke the American press hos handed
lorn of a full blooded buffalo and
Nevada may be sufficient to hold It I' r :i while.
a western lontjhorn cow. The collur
is mude from the first hybrid resultIt makes no differ. nee to us whether your bill of mag
A Brooklyn girls says he married
Chinaman to spite her parents. ing from
the Persian
How would you like to tie her husbund?
Broadtail sheep and the
terial be for a cr ,cken coop or the largest building in
Merino sheep. I was the first man to
the country, we are prepared to furnish the same at
The British army ouht to Increase in in l inni now on. It Is
be fed cross-bree- d
these animals nuecessf ully
lowest prices. Our lumber is well seasoned, which
beAmerican beef for at least three years.
I
principally
coat
and
value this
cause of that."
maUts it worth 15 per cent more to the building than
Apparently it lias occurred to California th; t perhaps, after all. the tail
Col. Joins refers to his
intimate
the
lumber you have been bujing. Tr us.
may not be nermitted to wag the dog.
as
"Ted"
friend. President Roosevelt,
anil told Interesting
reminiscences
SUPERIOR LUMBER & MILL CO.
The new
of Haiti has been el. led for a term continuing as about their friendship.
He took his
Ion)! as he tan hold m to th. Job.
capture modestly. Sure, it is not.i
FIBST STREET,
South of Viaduct,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M,
ing," he said. "When you come ti
It uould i.lsi uppar that Mi Wllb tt has about succeeded in pulling In taking grizzly bears that aro In Yelthe hole after him, too.
lowstone park, the ones that kill the
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Hard as FlintPerfectly Clean
Burns Longest Burns Up Clean
Best Rocky Cliff Lump, $5.75 per Ton
Best Rocky Cliff Egg, $4.25 per Ton
Try it and you will use no other

funny-lookin-
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Gppfause for tfte efarmer

tub

Hip-flo- p,

Co.
Direct
Line
Coal
Phone 29
First St.
Ave.
and fruit

M RIDLEY,

President

H. B. RAY, Becretary-TreaeureWILLIAM BRYCE, MANAGER

r

Albuquerque Foundry &
Machine Works
(INCORPORATED)

IRON AND BRASS CASTINGS

fine-draw-
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General Foundry and Machine Shop

Albuquerque, N.
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hair-raisin-
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"The Vacant House
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OR FURNISHED

If told in our want columns will
quickly bring you a tenant

ii.

We will tell the story for ) ou

One time for 25 cent
Three times for 35 cents
Six times for 50 cents
We assure you that your story
will be read and your want gratified, for we are gelting goo J results for scores of people daily.
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Carpenter

and Builder
Jobbing

Promptly

Attended

to

Second Street fcetweea Centlki
Coppar Ave.
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Shop 1065; Residence 552
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Ship Corner

Fourth St. and Capper Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE,

Highland Livery

N. U.

BAM BROOK

BRO

Don't buy your furniture and floJr Phone til.
coverings tinlll
see our line. We
are nltering special Inducements and '
lonwu
want your trade: cash or easy pay- um cij. rropnetora
mentc. Futrelle Furniture Co.
J
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PUT AN END TO WOULD

A

CHANGE

INDIGESTION

THE DAY TO

FOREVER

APRIL

Garden Hose

and pastry,

with

irritate its

Juice... witlh spices and acids and

ex-

e
pect this little
mill t do
its work.
Is there any wonder that your food
passm undigested, or lays like a
lump of lead in the stomach? That
everything you eat turns to acid,
poison,
Stomach gas and .Stomach
putrefying the intestines and digestive canals, causing .Biliousness, HeadDizziness and Indigestion,
aches.
Heartourn Nauseous Breath Constipation anil other dangerous symptoms?
Cali your disea.se what you will
Indigestion,
Nervousness,
Gastritis,
Dyspi psia. Catarrh of Stomach etc.
you know the real name the real
Is fermentation of the food you
eat a sour Stomach, which belches
gas ami erupts undigested food or
a use a
of nausea and
four-ounc-

dl-ta-

mlscr-ablenes-

se

s.

All these miseries vanish promptly
when you stop this food fermentation. Tafe fifty cents ta your Pharmacist for a case of Pape's Diapepsln.
Kat a triangle and five minutes later
your Stomach will do what a healthy
stomach should that is, turn every
bite you eat Into bodily nourishment,
and without you realizing that you
have a Stomach. One triangule will
digest all the food you eat without
the aid of the stomach, because it
contains just the elements found 1t
a good, strong, healthy stomach.

KAISER'S GRANDSON
THE COURT
The.

ler

Hoy Is

I'lvc-Year-O- ld

Kvcii Than

FAVORITE

Ukel

the Kaiser's

Kel-

Sons.

London, Feb. IB. One of the most
Interesting tittle?- - fifwrea- - In ll
just now Is the Kaiser's grandson. Prince Wllhelm,
son of the
crown prince. He Is the Kaiser's favorite, taking precedence over the
younger child of the crown prince.
This predilection on the part of til-.Kaiser for the little grandchild is sail
to be due to the fact thi.t the little
his grandfather
fellow resembles
more closely than do even
the
Kaiser's own children. It is a clear
ease of atavism, or reversion to the
ancestral tyiuv
Ever wince the day of his christening, when the Kaiser had little
111 in his arms and conferred
upon
him the
title of WUhelm Hans Heinrich Albert F.dward.
the tiny princeling and the war lord
have been "chums." German officials
have welcomed the boy as a court favorite, for he has done much to
soften the rigors of attendance upon
the emperor by keeping the latter in
constant good humor. Little W'ilhclm.
though only in his fifth year. W a
hardy little chap, who has already
learned to ride and whose powers of
endurance have won him the Kaiser's
unstinted admiration. Moreover, he
has displayed a great liking for military affairs which again demonstrate
the fact that he I following in til
footsteps of grandfather. Little "Wil-helHans" etc.. delights in witnessing military displays, parades
and
maneuvers, and is not even afraid of
volthe roar of artillery or the fire of
leys of musketry.
By way of recognition of his "military genius." the Kaiser recently prewith a fine
sented his grandson
sword ns a Christmas gift. II is
"truly" sword none of your sham
tin affairs; and little Wllhelm now
shows contempt for all "toy" military
aceouterme-ntsTo please him the
must be the real thing.
The personal resemblance to the
Kaiser when be himself was u baby
He
is saiil to be truly remarkable.
has the same little mannerisms; his
identicaeyes and features are almost
l-clown
to the last curl of his
hair. He carries his shoulders well
oack and seems well Impressed with
his own importance.
W--l-

high-soundi-

.

The Secret of Ixiac

Mf.

A French scientist has discovered
one secret of long life. His method
deals with the blood. But long ago
ml'llons of Americans had proved
Electric Bitters prolongs life and
makes It worth living. It purifies, enriches and vitalizes the blood, rebuilds
wasted nerve cells, Imparts life and
ton. to the entire system. Its a Godsend to weak, -sick and debilitated
people. "Kidne- trouble had blighted
my life for months," writes W. M.
Sherman, of Cushing, Me., "but Klec-tri- c
Bitters cured me entirely " Only
60: at a 1 dealers.
o

Ask Yourself

the Question.

Pain
Why not use Chamberlain's
Balm when you have rheumatism?
We feel sure that the result will be
prompt and satisfactory.
One application relieves the paitv and many
have been permanently cured by Its
use. Pain Balm is a liniment and la
applied externally to the affected
parts. 25 and 50 cent siiei For sale
by all druggists.

Garden Tools

WAGNER

Prompt Curo for Stomach Washington Wants Inaugura.
tlon of the Presidents
Trouble Is Waiting for Ml
to Occur a Month
Readers of The
Later.

Uoor !t ever occur to you how busy
It
that- - little stomaejh of yours?
only
actually
holds three pints,
though in one year you force It to
take In I'.fithi pounds of material, digest it and prepare It for assimilation to t!ie blood. Do you wonder at
the number of cases of Indigestion
and Stomach trouble? You crowd It

rAUM TUR23L

HARDWARE

Wire Netting
COMPANY

THE LARGEST RETAIL HARDWARE STORE IN THE CITY

Washington. I). C, Feb. IB. Just
before Inauguration time every four
years residents of Washington take it
on themselves with nil emphasis
of
energy, to urge Congress to take the
ultimately
action which
would lead
to the change of the date of the onth
taking of the president and vice president-elect
from March 4 to April 30.
In a sense the people of this city
i
have more at stake In this matter
than has anybody else, excepting the
high olliclals, who ere to be sworn
into office and the visitors who come
to this city in early March to witness
the parade and the ceremonies and
who might possibly contract pneumonia.
Within the last week Washii 'on
v
has had heavy rain storms.
snows, extremely cold weather
unseasonably warm weather.
There
have been dark clouds and brilliant
alternatively.
Washington
sunshine
weather in February and In March
is a matter of greater chance than
the drawings in a lottery.
g
stands bigger than any
ever before erected along the line of
Pennsylvania avenue are now In
course of construction.
It matters
little what the weather nature of Inaugural day may he, thousands upon
thousands of persons will sit In the
open, uncovered except by their clothing, to see soldiers and civillluns
j,!-5inarch by. Kven If the day be warm
k
and bright for the season, there is
something in the March air on this
parallel that strikes In, and the result
is cold and discomfort and frequently
something worRc.
AGE, 22
J h
lcatliH Not Iteeoriliil ni Capital.
HEIGHT 6 lm
Few persons ever hear of the
lung
deaths from
troubles among the
visitors to Washington that are dirt ctly traceable to exposure on Inauguration day.
Visitors scatter ta
their homes, and the District's health
officials know nothing
about what
happens to them ns the aftermath
g
sight-seeinout-doon a chill
of the
spring day. The health officials,
however, do know about the deaths
that occur here., and there are enough
of them to give point and reason to
the argument for the advancing of
the Inaugural ceremonies until Into
,
April,
Four years ago the press generally
stated that Mr. Roosevelt's luck was
in the ascendant, as usual, and that
the bright sunlight of Inauguration
day was just what might have been
expected. The sunlight, however, was
somewhat deceitful. People who sat
in thi Fun shed their wraps.
and
some of them afterward were sorry
for it. Senator Hate of Tennessee,
AL, KAUFMANX.
caught a cold resulting In his death
in a few days.
The president stood
New York, Feb. 17. Will the win-t- u generally makes
this unnecessary.
bareheaded on the east portico of
n
light accept Delaney is a firm believer in the value
r of the
the capital Hnd delivered his speech, Ihi
of a left hand. Ho has often dedeti of Al Kaufmann, the Caliand caught never a cold, but Ronwe-ve- lt
clared that a man without a good left
fornia giant, upon returning from cannot become a champion, and his
Is strenuous' and apparently sickness-proof.
Australia? The answer to this ques- protege has as dangerous a larboard
Possibly it may seem ungracious, tion Is of more importance to fight whip as ever hung from the shoulder
in view of the fact that thousands of
followers than the fight for the title of a pugilist.
people will come to Washington next in the antipodes.
Only
without bad habits,
month, to call attention to the fact
Hilly Delaney, manager.
monitor Kaufmann may indeed be
next
that March weather in the capital and tutor of Kaufmann, believes he heavyweight champion of the the
city is fickle and on occasions de- has the coming world's champion in providing Jack Johnson docs world
not destructive.
The excuse is the plea llir rangy boy from the golden west, feat Tommy Hums, in which event
that it is just as well to tell the peo- just as he had when he took Jim the big bluck may retain the title
ple who are coming here to come Corbet t, then a slender strippling, to for a short time.
prepared.
The prevention in heavy New Orleans to wrest glory, money
Since he entered the ring in 1904,
overcoats Is worth several pounds of and title from the mighty Jonn. L.
Kaufmann has participated In thirquinine cure.
teen important battles, winning all but
The west believes in Kaufmann
Ircm,1 for Inaugural Day.
or rather it believes in the ability of two over the knock-ou- t
route. His
cerCity
Capital
Residents of the
Delaney to bring forth his third longest light was with Jack O'Hrien,
tainly deserve credit for their work champion.
nose skiii enaiiieii nim to go sevenFor, in addition to Cor-- l
in preparing for the inaugural
day
tt, he made Jeffries a champion and teen rounds before he werti to the
ceremonies. It has been the custom the sage of listania believes he is mat. in all or his battles Kaufmann
ti smile at the size of the various com" flxl to bring out his third.
has shown a high degree of courage.
mi Deep which the city appoints
to
has the requisites of generalship, boxing ability and wil
KBiufmann
look alter this thing and that tiling, a champion.
big. rangy, lingness to light from gong to gong.
He i
a
but every member of every commit- man. powerful and fast. He can hit He frames up as the most logical suctee has his work to do ami dors It. with either hand like the kick of a cessor to Jim J. (Tries and as a real
There is a great amount of detail to i mule. He can take punishment when champion in all that the name
lie worked out.
The Inaugural cer- he has to, but his defensive ability
emonies arc multiplex. The parade Is
the least of them. and. as this feature is prepared for and cured for
their acquaintance with the people many seats hav. been provided, but
by traine,l military men there Is litmore than ail not
nough to provide
tle worry on the part of the civilians of tie ir states, and
i Is.
"ii account of their good looks. for those who wish to sit near Taft
st anything should happen.
to say. perhaps, that when he makes Ids inaugural address.
It is
Four years ago General Chaffee put
the parade through to the minute, the inaugural committee chiefs did
and there was in hall In the proceed- not put good looks among the essen- AN ENGLISH SOLON
ings from the Mourn nt the president tials when they asked tile senators to
it
took his nlaej. In the reviewing stand name these aids. Nevertheless,
until the last of the militiamen ha1 w. nt forth that none but lleuu P.rutn-iii.I- s
HAS BUN IMPRISONED
It Is pretty well
need apply.
sw ung by in platoon or company front.
upon
the
by
this time
Another trained
solditr is in com- Impressed
mand of tile marching troops and people of the country that those of His 'ne is .similar to That of Mr
w
civilians this year General J. Frank- them ho are to come t Washington
.oiiimt iii Dlsjihc) :ig an
ere to see ai ..in1 time, and in outlin Bell, chief of the general staff
Ore le r of Court.
gentlemen"
and there is no reason to believe that place the t "handsomest
can
To imprison i
London FVh.
he will not conduct things with the that the whole broad continent
clock-lik- e
The aids, doubtles. mod-- i member of parliament for six month"
pr cislon of four yenrs ago.
extraordinary
for instituting a boycott is not withst in. ii. all. will be of
'la ft to Stand in .lus Box.
ssion if they can out Its Interesting features, even in
ct T ift will make his poise ami
President-egaze
expectant
King Kdwurd's etald realm. conseinaugural address In the open, as Is n.. et the steady and
quently when t.iat fate befell
the custom, but a proper regard for of the multitude unflinchingly.
l ew tun Knler Capitol.
It created something of
a
the health of the new chief magisIntending Washington visit" rs may stir. Mr. James . Farrell, a nationtrate has Id the inauguration manm North Longford.
agers to inclose a part of the review- as well know that only one in a thou- alist member
ing stand from which T.itt will see sand of them will be able to secure Ireland Is tin- unfortunate M. p. He
the military an, civilian bodies pass admission to t lie Capitol on the day conducts a lew paper in his home
s.
The ice presi- county and in defiance of a court's
boxof the
by in close order. The little,
the announcelike room in which the president, and de lit will take the oath in the Senate. order In- publi-hewith him the vice president will stand ihamliei at sharp noon in the pres-- ments of boycotts against three political enemiif. Mr. Farrell's case 's
for several hours, is fitted w ith a glass nee of the incoming and the retirthe su- similar In mini respects to that o'
front and sidi s. and the populace, ing president, of the justices of orl'fi-ryour own Mr. Samuel Go in pel's, prestherefore, will have a full view of Its preme court. ..f the cabinet
and ..f the Senate of the I'nit.d States. ident of the Ain.rlcan Federation of
chosen oliicials
There is promise that there will he The galleries of the Seriate chamber Labor, whose recent sentence creatwl
s. me little discomfort, and possibly hold only a few hundred people, an I widespread interest in labor and Sodiscomfiture for the inaugural ball the understanding is that only two cialist circles in Kngland.
Now Mr. K.iir.ll wus given opporaids, w ho b.ie hi en name, by the jiall.r tickets are allotted to each
When tunity to avoid a term in prison if he
t'nited Slates senators to repiesent senator and representative.
the van us states of the I'nlon. It these have been exhausted, all hope would promise to refrain from repeating hi off. use. This he declined
was given out altogether in schievous-ly- . for other admissions will be gone.
When the ceremonies in the Sen to do and in hi-- defense offered the
probably, that tin- men chosen for
the honors of these positions were to ate chamber are ended all the officials' rather unusual plea that he should
of of the government will march In pro-- j iie granted immunity because "boybe selectee! wholly on account
their popularity. cession to the east portico, where cotting" had Scriptural sanction." H?
their prominence,
s
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added that the victims of his boycott were only temporary objects of
ihs wrath and cornsequently it was his
mention to "only treat them s the
publican and the heathen.''
Mr. Farrell's argument might hav?
deeply iiniiresHed
some
nresidine
Judges, but not so in this case. The
procedure of King Ivlw-ard- s
courts
is very serious, made very much mors
by the bewlgged and black robed
who oeellltieM Hie exalt d
position of presiding judge. Ills attitude toward the man on trial is that
he Is guilty until he prove
himself
innocent and this alone Is likely to
strike- terror to the be.iw ol anv nris- mer no mutter what bis hardihood.
I.ord Chief Inevioi-o- n
who heard
against Mr. Kariell in the
kingV bench division of Dublin was
far more impressed with tint elegret
f the
of n n Ii. uncut s of
fense than he w a.s by bis defense. In
posting the sentence
Lord
Chief
I'.riron ;:,iil like I'.nci. .u.. ..Mii.l,..-- . .1 I...
the defendant namelv that he woull
make a ring of tin- around one of
the boycotted men was calculated t)
have a dangerous influence on the
minds of those to whom it was addressed." Mr. Farr.ll in submitting
--

himself for Imprisonment expressed
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
regret that "the liberal government
had instituted prosec ution againest mi- Department of the Interior,
U. S.
ll! these days of peace and good will.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mex
Many a time I have traveled from
ico. Nov. 24, 1808.
home In the dead of night t vote
for the liberal government and this
Notice Is hereliy given that
o
is my reward."
Buenaventa, of Hernallllo county, who, on Feb. 1, 1906. made homeSave .Money by Huylng (iiainbi rlaln's stead entry serial No. 07117, No.
I,.
Onigli Hcmecly.
835, for NWi4,
24, township
You will pay just as much for a 11 north, range Section
6
N. M. Prln.
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Hetn-ed- y Meridian, has tiled east,
Intenas for any of the other cough tion to make final notice of
proof to
medicines, but you save money lu establish claim to the
a'oove'de-tcribe-land
buying it. The aaving is in what you
before H. W. S. Oterj, 17. S
get, not what you pay. The
Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque.
quality
in every bott1 af New Mexico, on March 1J,
thU remedy, and you get good results
claimant names as witnesses:
when you take it. Huying cough mtxl-l'li,- e
Darlo Chavez, Manuel Gonrales.
is an important matter.
NeTranqullino Garcia. Francisco
Tru-Jlllglected colds often develop serious
ll of San Pedro, New Mexico.
conditions, and when you buy a cough
MAXUKL R. OTERO.
medicine you want to be sure you are
Register.
getting one that will cure your cold
,
o
When you buy Chamberlain's
Cough
For That Terrible Itching.
Remedy you take no chances. It always cures. Price 25 and 50 cents a
Eczema, tetter and salt rheum keep
bottle. For sale by all druggist,
their victims in perpetual torment.
o
The application
of Chamberlain's
Tlie rapid Increases to oar buMne
Salve will Instantly allay this Itching,
is du to good work and fair treatnd many caveat have been cured by
ment of our patrurA II u boa Laundry. It use. For sale by all druggists.
J
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T(H LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Ri!lnhle wcetl, 8 packnffes for 2.V
?'; to create a corporation commisftcffiilnr ni flint nre retailed
t fte FOUXD Lady's fur collar at Colom,.r
f....
bo theatre. Call at office and demch.
l
,"l ,111- - I K i...i..H
"I ..ilu'Dv
Hi"";,
press, telegraph and telephone
Acme Tomato.
scribe .property.
1
Netted (irm Cantaloupe.
House bill 142, by Sanchez
appearing
neat
Several
WANTED
P A KA
Crimson Giant Radish.
INVESTIGATE SOME
In
Mullens, an act to amend section
Bolicit fit residences
ladles
tJ
Tllsjck Kntlrrl Klnipsoii lettuce.
II. chapter 97, session laws of l'.tOi;
city; salary paid. II. 1.. Prrtne,
Wood Turnip Heet.
House bill H3, by Mullens, an net to
;
'.
Sivoy hotck
and Ik-s- t Pea.
prohibit Intermarriage of negroes and
In
Occidental
Life.
the
Insure
OF THE SCHOOLS
Early Cluster Cucumber.
white persons; House bill 144, by
TO OTJRE A COLD IS OVE DAY
II. C. llfeld, of Las Vegas, Is regisHwcrt IVas.
Kohcrts, an act relating to irrigation
LAXATIVE BHOMO Quinine
Tske
thci
at
Alvarado.
tered
Delivered any part of the city or
lUstrlcts; House bill 145. by Hushke-- ;
tablet. Druggists refund ' money II
K. Sellgman of Hernallllo. was In sent postpufri anywhere. Stamps takcreamending
on
vltz,
law
act
the
falls to cure. E. W. ft ROVE'S
('ontiiiu'd from rase One.)
en. . K W. Fee,
of the city yesterday on business.
South First ItIgnature
ating otllee of district attorney
Is on each box. ZSc
.Mora and San Miguel counties; House
V. T. Chewing, of Ketner, N. M., Street.
o
o
1,1k
to
14fi,
by
act
an
amend
on
trip.
Is
Handles,
In
bill
of
a
city
business
short
the
part
certain
of
on
the
Hits
Cold Steel.
Revolts
at
NOTICE.
TRESPASS
the
of
laws
35.
chapter
He
section
feazo
him.
not
could
man,
In
is
the
collenfioes
J. Lucas, the mining
111!"
hope,"
said three dec-toonly
"Tour
assembly,
r
37th
f
on
keep
worklim
to
promised
city on a short business trip from
(imi-rnoM.
to
Fisher, Detroit,
Mrs.
E.
against
Is
Slims
lug
mil.
Warning
given
hereby
whole
as
the
il
well
for
Cerrlllos.
constituents its
Mich., suffering from severe rectal
unActing tlovcrnor Nathan Jaffa In a
His remarks
people of the territory.
in the city yesterday trespassing on land owned by the
was
Hibo
Mrs.
special message to the House, an- visiting friends. Mrs. Hibo makes her dersigned and located In the Rancho trouble, lies In an operation," "then 1
rotmht forth much applause.
used Dr. King's New Life rills," she
Oe San Antonio, adjoining the propernounced having signed Council bill
The Committees Heimrted.
ty of D. Metzgar, about 6 miles from writes, "till wholly cured." They prewere 4. by .Mechi m. an act validating the home In Cubero.
committee reports
Twelve
Railroad mcn
uniforms at the Albuquerque on the west side of the vent appendicitis, cure constipation,
This
made on bills pending befirn thee attempted Incorporation of cities.
bill was Introduced for the special Hub.
Rio Grande, and extending from the headache, 26c at all dealers.
lower lioily. showing thiit consldcrn-hlThe regular meeting of the Fra- Rio Orande to the banks of the Rio
eotnmittee work hn, been done benefit of Tuctimcari but affects all
OAIJL7P IA'MP, THE BEST KIND
ternal Order of Eagles takes place Puerco, about 964 yards In width,
between other towns an well.
ill the
time Intervening
$5.50 TON; NO SLATE, SLACK OR
ELISEIO GUTIERREZ.
Those hills reported favorably by tonight nt o'clock In Hodmen's hall.
Thursday liiHt and yesterday afterROCK TO MAKE IVEIOirr ETTII-ECARLOS ARMIJO.
noon.
O. C. Watson and J. N. Coons were
For the most part these re- the committee but not acted on yes1LVIIX CO., THONE 1.
CARLOS B. CHAVEZ.
ports recommending the pH usage of terday will be taken up for consid- among the arrivals at the Alvarado
were eration today.
Pueblo,
consideration
from
under
afternoon
hotel
this
bills
the
Songs
MR. W. V. KERN, Tenor, Illustrated
Council Honors Cley.
Colo.
i.eted upm favorably by the H'ousc
The Council at yesterday's session
MR. J. ROACH, Baritone
iiml the same punned, although sevHe sure and come to the Calendar
M.
compliment
to
Alfred
paid
neat
a
WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
eral of the bills were debated on when
party given by the V. H. C. at Hed
general
attorney
of
Cooley
assistant
Music by Crystal Orchestra
y
they came up on third rending. Two
Wednmlay evening
hall
Men's
spending
a
who
is
States,
United
the
bills reported adversely by the com16.
In Santa Fe from Fort Baymittee on livestock, were on a vote few days
C. llfeld arrived in the city this
H.
county,
has
(irant
Inard,
where
he
of the House recommitted with
noon
Las Vegas and will spend
for a favorable report been for Several months undergoing ieveralfrom
structions
All Seats 10c
days In the city, the guest of
Matinee Every Day
for
thereon. These measures were House treatment, when It tookthea recess
OF Lil3UQOKRQUE. N M,
members the Alvarado hotel.
bill 31. regulating the use of Btallions lifteen minutes that
Evenings, 7:15, 8:15, 9:15
recess
Cooley.
president
might
The
meet
vice
Strieklcr,
S.
Mr.
Willard
used for service, which measure has was
u
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accoaiaii---:.
in the nature of an Informal re- of the Hank of Commerce, left at
foi Its purpose the Improvement of
y
guest
as
Cooh
ception
the
Mr.
with
noon for a two weeks trip to Los An-gand Solicits New Accounts
the grade of livestock, and Council
ivi on business.
Mil ;I8. amending the law passed two of honor.
next week
I'pon reconvening, Mr. Upton prebeautiful prize to be given
Clair MoOlausky. of Uie
years ago in relation to rstruys. Mr.
sented a lengthy petition from his con" Automobile company, is in Kstanoin
Kobe i ts saved both bills from an Inlothe. Crystal is on exhibition in the window
absent
on business. He exp.'cts to
glorious fate by explaining their good ylltuents, asking the passage of a
members, or cal option lliuor bill.
from the city three days.
caused
the
which
;,oints,
of Albert
very
ima
Mr. Navarro Introduced
OFFICERS AND DIRKCTORB
passenger
n majority of them to vote for their
Tears, traveling
portant resolution, providing for an unciKdwin
New York
reconsideration.
agent
freight
the
for
SOLOMON LUNA, President
higher
educaContrary to expectations t!;e arch- - Investigation Into the
lines, was a visitor in the city
a view to Central
STRICKLER,
Vice President and Cashlti
W
neology school bill did not come up for tional institutions with
5.
Colo.
yesterday from Denver.
the expense of conductconsideration yesterday afternoon in ascertaining
on
til'1
'
W.
left
rorTWOrXXXXXXXXTi
P.
Mrs.
Johnson
W.
ing
J. JOHNSON. Assistant Cashier
the lower body. an adjournment be- mightthebesame wherein more ccononi)
WOODMEN OP THE WORLD
limited this noon for southern Caliwas
resolution
secured.
This
morning,
while
ing
this
until
W.
AT
taken
KOREST
Central
J. C. Baldridgc.
William Mcintosh.
by several of the higher ter-- l fornia where s.ie went to spend a
Meet ETcry Friday Evening
the House was considering bills on prompted
friend.!.
1.
with
vacation
O.
E. Cromwel.
several
weeks
M.
Blackwt
A.
it u ial educational
Institutions each
their third, reading. It Is expected two
at 8 Sharp.
meeting
years
de- Regular
larger
a
Albiuiueniue
presenting
up
brought
be
will
O.
bill
O.
W.
Moore,
E.
the amended
No. 4, I. U. O. F.. this
and asking for additional
D. E. Plullipa. Clerk.
today that the House may concur in fk'lency
evening
appro7:30. All members remoney
at
regular
outsldo
their
amendments
Council
403 Went Lead Ave.
reject
or
the
present, n. C. Taylor,
to
quested
be
Bets
priation.
resolution
forth
The
anmay
precipitate
WELbill
VISITING SOVEREIGNS
thereto. This
scribe.
the
several
Institutions
that
the
teach
may
it
again
COME.
contest
and
other warm
same branches, thus duplicating both
W. B. Moore. Mr.
be acted upon without opposition.
F. Q. Haker arrived in the city
the work and expense, when in re- yesterday from Peoria, 111., and has
PicSenile Hills I'iismcI.
Licensed hy the Motion
Paint None Better.
Native and Chicago Lumber, Shcrwln-WUlianality they are proposed to do a par- accepted a position as watch repairer
The following hi'ls were passed;
ture Patents Co.
they
work
have
ticular
also
that
and
Building
Paper, Plaster, lime, Cement, Glass, Sali, Doors, Et.
Cenact
an
on
by
(larrla,
In the L. O. H osenflcld store
House bill 104.
to license dance halls. Passed as preparatory departments much below tral avenue.
the college grade which make them
i mended.
One uew reel of pictures each
J. A. Garcia, Jr., who has tint
local schools for their im- watch
423 SOUTH FIRST
J. C. BA.LDRIDGE
House bill 11. by Chaves of Sierra, practicallyvicinity.
repair hop at 2 lrt West. Gold
y.
frit
The
mediate
calls
resolution
an act providing for a bounty of ten upon
from
avenue,
has
returned
the
the committee on education of
This
EXCLUSIVE
cents per head on Jackrabblts.
valley where he bought about
discussion. the Council to make a rigid investi- live, hundred sheep.
'.'ill aroused considerable
gation
matters
of
mentioned
and
the
MOVING PICTURES
Chaves. Ilrnwn and VuUlez making to report Its findings to
comThe Albuqueriiue Traction
the council
:nlks In support of it. while Huberts,
to:15 AND 0:15.
pany
TWO SHOWS,
offering
began
books
may
as
with
such
recommendations
it
Davidson and M. Chaves opposed it
containis six ride
day.
book
Kach
proper.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday
deem
on the grounds that us It taxed owners
at S p. m.
called up House bill No. anil may be had by patrons of the
of livestock for bounties it was un- 100.Mr. Catron
the archaeology school bill, for road from the conductor on any car.
INCORmORA TED
not
bother
did
just,
as
Jackrnbbits
Aunt Emmy's Scrap Hook.
of
James Grunsfeld, who recently relivestock, but on the contrary, they reconsideration for the purpose
Ilfeld-Splt- z
amending
signed
Ttte Musician's Ixrre Story.
position
amendwith
his
same.
which
the
the
were a pest to the farmers and there- j
Mercantile company of this city,
tore the farmers should be made to ment was carried. H provides that
pay the bounties by means of a spe- - the board of trustees of the museum left for Chicago where he has acILLUSTRATED SONGS.
clal tax. However, the bill passed by make an annual report tti the gov-- i cepted a position as traveling sales
TOAST IT
man with the
Shoe com
a vote of 17 to 6, Mr. Moffett being rnor.
By Mm. Louis Hankw.
Two bills. Council bill 4 4. an act pany of that city.
you
is
as
will,
eat
It
or
our
bread
abBent.
CRAIG,
JEXVU3
MISS
Word has been received In this city
made with the clearest understanding
House bill 64, an act relating t to amend section 1694 of the com3
Musical Direct ores.
ot what 1t should be for all purposes. the cattle sanitary board ami provid- piled laws of 1K7, and Council bill of tne birth of a son to Mr. and
17.
No.
relating
act
an
to
sale
the
rxXXXDOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXO For Instance, the children will take ing certain fees for and the duties of
Mrs. H. Brockmeler of San Diego
C'al.
in a bnvl of Inspectors, was killed by a vote of 13, by single transaction of tot:ks of merMr. and Mrs. Hrockmeler were
to UuUct Cream
passed.
were
chandise,
you
residents of Albuquerque for many
milk like ducks to water. If
to 9. Mr. Roberts led the light on
CVmucil.
New
Kills
in
samyears and have & large circle of
want a change once In a while
the measure on the ground that it j The following newthe
bills were Intro- friends in this city.
ple our rolls, cakes, pics, etc. All the tended to make u special class out of.
Albuquerque and Las Vegas
duced:
name high grade.
,i The Royal Neighbors and Modern
the livestock industry. The bill proC'mncll bill 7.1, by E. Haca, an net Woodmen
In
n
give
vided for a special investigation
will
of
America
to amend section 29, chapter S9, laws
evening at the Odd
the number of head of livestock for or
1907; Council bill 74, by Prince, an concert tomorrow
purpose
program will be
of
taxation.
the
The
Fellows
hull.
v
4
707,
chapter
act
to
laws of presented by the best talent in
amend
New Kills
207 South First
7,
190
to
relating
acequias;
bill
twenty-fiv- e
House bill 138. by Chaves of Sb t ra. 7 5. by llanley, an act to Council secAdmission
amend
an act permitting the sale of cider and
fifty cents.
and
to
laws,
1897,
of
relative
w
isW Vl"lTrW' wFFr W
wine made from apples and grapes tion J395.
The Ladies of the St. John's OuiM
additions to cities; Council bill 76
fcrown in New Mexico; House hill 3ft, by IJanley, an act to amend law rela-- i will give a tea at the home of Dr.
by Mlera, an act making an approtax for park purposes; Pearce. 718 West Central avenue
priation of $33,500 to complete ex- j tive to levying
bill 77, by Spless, an act prn- - Thursday afternoon from 3 to 5:30
tension to the capitol and to furnish Council
m. There will be a sale of home
ALBUQUERQUE
NEW MEXICO
for distribution of funds de- p.
MOVING PICTURES
the executive lujinslon. etc.; House vlilinn'
cooking und ulso aprons. All mem
16
Tuesday
bill 14(1, by Hushkevltz, an act to rived from national forests; Council bers of the congregation,
especially
bill 7. by I'pton. an act providing
ILLUSTRATED SONGS
amend section 3902, compile l laws tor
j
the establisbnn nt of claims to strangers, are cordially Invited to at
Capital and
re al estate; Council bill 79. by Spiess. j tend.
Willis Hritt. manager for Stanley
E. J. CARPENTER'S
an act to prevent unlawful use
of
false meters by gas, light and water Ketchell. middlewight champion of
Best Orchestra in the City
the world, and the lightweight chamGREAT
companies.
I'pon motion of Mr. Mechem, the pion, Nelson, arrived in Albuquerque
EDUCATIONAL
vote by which Council bill 61 passed last night and will spend the day in
don't believe every thing you
Performances at 7:15
Mr. Hritt is en route from
w as reconsidered and the bill was re- - j this dry.
hear.
DRAMA
to Philadelphia, where
San
Francisco
to
on
Judicommittee
referred
the
ON
ALLOWED
SAYINGS
and 8:15
INTEREST
DEPOSITS
he has arranged a tight
between
ciary.
measure
to
This
relates
the
Thornton, the Cleaner
and 'Philadelphia
Jack
validating of certuin county warrants. Ketchell
i i'Hrien.
Is not dead; Is not out of
The body of Mrs. J. C. Hrasier. who
and CAN'T G OCT.
UNIVERSITY
STUDENT
died at her apartments In the Highmore
He
he's
convinced
that
Matinee Sunday After-npo- n
1
lands this morning, will be shipped
alive than ever.
home- In Alva, Okla., this
HAS BEEN EXPELLED to her old
at 3 o'Clock.
Steam Cleaning Plant 737 South
tvening by French
Low ber, underWalter utreet. Telephone 460.
takers.
Mrs. Hrasier came to this
city ubout three months ago for her
Hecause of insubordination, H. A. health and Is survived by her hus'aldwln, a student at the university, band und one on. the latter living in
has been expelled by the faculty coun-- i Alva, Okla. Mrs. Hrasier was 32
il. the action being approved by the years of age at the
time of her
EVERYTHING IN OUR LINE
facility. Hahlwin achieved fame as death.
iiii orator and represented the univerThe M. H. of A. military ball which
sity during the recent contest held will be given in the .yraory hall
Write for Illustrated Catalog and Price List
A Serrson id Dramatic form'
l.i re. w inning llrst
prize. Hahlwin Wednesday night under the auspices
Every man and his fam ly should
stated today that he wanted further of the Modern Hrotherhood of AmWednesday, Feb. 17th
investigation of his expulsion.
see this Truly instructive ami Ederica promises to be one of the most
OFFICE AND SALES ROOM
ucating PUy.
A meeting of the faculty members
elaborate social events of the season.
tfhis in
mid members of the board of regents A first class
orchestra will
was held Saturday night, and accord- furninh the music and no effort Is be- 121 and 123 North First St.
Piions 138
H0LL1S E. COOLEY
ing to President Tight, the charge of Ing spared to accomodate the large
Memory
Prices
35c,
50c
and 75c
insuoorilinutlon against a member of crowd that usually attends the M. is.
PRESENTS
tiltfaculty was investigated. The of A. balls, and to assure every one
America's Greatest Play
iiii mher has resigned, it is
of a pleasiint and enjoyable evening.
Loose Leaf Devices
A cordial invitation
tj participate Is
hereby extended to all.
THIRD STREET
The funeral of o. Hilt Howard,
STAGE TO JKMEZ tiEAVES 211
W1.ST K)IJ) EVERY MORX1NG AT whose death occurred at his home
on West New York avenue last SatS O'CLOCK.
urday morning, was held from the
daily
croup.
baby's
Willie's
Cures
Rubber Stamps
Episcopal church this afternoon and
.11 Kinds of Fremh
and Bait Meal
i uts and
by Agustus Thomas
bruises, mama's sore throat was very largely attended.
A large
Steam Bsamge ItsMotr.
Thomas'
iiraodnia's lameness Ir.
c.t legation representing
the bar asEVERY WOMAN
SAME GREAT COMPANY
EMJLi KLHLN WOKT
nil-the
household
gre.lt
Klectric
sociation, attended in a body. Music
Usualo UuUiUng. North Ttilr 8uc
remedy.
where
Knows
there is system, everything runs smooththat
was furnished by the Kplscop.il choir.
.
n
Moral offerings
The
were
for
exquisite
woman to manage her household affair
a
In
order
ly.
'ATT A Kit CANNOT ln ITHKH.
All kliuU of
with I.UCAI, APPLICATIONS, as they and many large designs, beautifully
with system and economy, she must have control of receipts
ONE
I
la
Hooka.
cHnnnt reach the seat of the disease. executed In many colored roses and
and expenditures.
diCatarrh Is a blood or constitutional
AND CURE THE
sease, and In order to cure it you must carnations, entirely covered the casYEAR
LUNGS
A checking account will give an accurate record of how
Chicago,
take Internal remedies. Halls Catarrh ket, partly showing the high esteem
much is spent each week or month. It enables you to see
Cure is taken Internally, .and acts diin which tho dead man was held by
rectly on the blood ami mucous sur- many friends.
EACH
London, Eng.
just where the leaks are.
faces.
WITH
Halls Cuturrh Cure Is not a
m iti:
cpiucK medicine
It wns prescribed by
Pay by check; it helps you
A
lazy
dysto
liver
leads
chronic
me of the rest physicians tn this counnv
Grand Production Complete
to keep within your income.
try for years ami is a regular prescrippepsia and constipation
weakens the
tion. It is composed of the best tonwhole system. Doan's Uegulets (23
ics known, combined
with the best Cents
per box) correct the liver, tone
ttlood purifiers, acting directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combinaPrices, 75c, $1.00 and S, 1.50
tin stomach, cure constipation.
PHim
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
r
rna
a. i nA
la w lint
tion of the two Ingredients
produces uc.h wonderful resultM In curTfisl Botim Fit
OLDS
Beut mi Sale til
AND SURPLUS
we
reason
so
CAPITAL
The
much
ROUGH
do
9200,000
ing Catarrh. Send for testimonials free.
AKD ki t THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
rV
P. J. I'llK.NKf Ait CO. Props., DRY work la because we do It right
Stamp
Bookbinder, Rubber
Maker
Toledo, o. and at the price yon cannot afford to
GUARANTEED SATlSFAUXOiiY
TUESDAY. FEIJRUAKY 16th.
Hold bv druggists, price jc.
312 W. Gold Ave.
harp It done at home.
Phone 924.
OS KONEr BEFrjHDfcJD.
Take Hall's f amily Pills for
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY.
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inadequate service for the outlay,
and with the proposition as made, the
city will get an up to date and in ev
ery way satisfactory, sanitary
and
adequate
quarters.
SOON TO HAVE NEW
Tour committee urgently recommends that the proposition for new
quarters be accepted and that a contract be entered Into at once with
QUARTERS
the owner, the quarters to be ready
for occupancy not later than July 1st,
pantos thov
. .
' .1 I
1
fl.V
II II
next.
uauy.lMpcLs
art.
Lotus
$10,000 .More
;ray.
.
1
I . '
II
J. Korber Will Erect a BuildIt
tluo to LoivsTtnaTiori:
It is very evident that the sewer
91
ing for the Use of the
committee proposes to prosecute the
Acts natural I v. acts trulv as
sower construction until the sewer Is
1
built, which id very commendable, to a utuQiive.
City Council and
say the least. Iist night. In his" reI3o.t
and Chilri
port. Dr. Wroth, chairman of the
Employes.
sewer committee, set forth the necesmi-yo- un
anil Old.
sity of a consulting engineer to work
J
jenrjicial Effects
If the mayor, the city attorney and with City Engineer
Oladdiug
and
the city clerk pee fit. nn.J the mutter proposed the name of Samuel T. Alwovs Lay .the Genuine vvlticK
tiray, who designed the plans upon
PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAM FITTING
eeems to have been pretty thoroughjull name of the Comwhich the system will be built. Mr. has
ly nettli'd before It was brought be- Oray, according to Dr. Wroth's repany
fore the council. J. Korber will erect port proposes to submit to being conLatest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures.
per
a bullillng for the ppcclal use of the sulted for three and one-hal- f
of the cost of construction.
city instead of the city doing It as cent
The labor problem was also disWest
Ave.
was proponed some time ago.
cussed
the people of AlbuquerAlderman Wroth last night, rep- que will and
by whom it i manufactured , printed on the
be gratified to know that the
resenting Chairman Neustatlt of the council proposes
front of rvery package.
to
do the work with
NOTICE FOIt PUBLICATION.
finance committee who occupied the local hi our.
SOLD BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.
chair in the absence of Mayor Lester,
one ize only, regular price 50
bottle.
The report of the sewer committee
read a report favoring the proposi- follows:
Montezuma Grecery and
(Not coal land.)
Department of the Interior, U. S. ti n of Mr. Korber. The building
Sewer Committor ltsirl.
post to do. According to the city
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mex- will be located at the corner of North
Liquor Company
Feb. 15, 1S09.
Second street and Tijeras avenue. To
ico, January 30, 1909.
clerk, the company had failed to anMayor
the
City
Council
and
of
Notice is herehv riven that nan. Flans of it were displayed before the
swer a letter written to them with
Albuquerque, N. M.
Copper and Third
iel Ganzales of Casa Salaiar, New council, and they provide for every
reference to mains ordered.
iientlomen:
After
reviewing
the
Mexico, who on December 28, 1903, department of the city government, future problems
Sundry Business.
questhe
sewer
of
All Kinds if Groceries and Liquors
made homestead entry serial No. Including the downtown fire depart- tion It was decided by your
of the property owners
commit of A petition
03660, No. 7765, for the northwest ment. The plans are almost as com- tee
block Mo. 17, namely the Southowing to the near date of the
Imparted md Domestic
quarter of section Si, township 15 plete a the plans made for tho city sale that
of the bonds thai it would be ad western Brewery and Ice company
north range 3 west, New Mexico by Architect Cristy two pears ago. visable
Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
to make nil necessary ar- et nl., to vacate the alley of said
i principal,
new
when
city
a
building
prowas
meridian,
has
filed
notice of
Liquor by the Gallon or Bottle.
rangements
ftir the Immediate prose- block, was disallowed on motion of
intention to make final five year proof posed.
Alderman Wroth.
Family Trade Solicited.
The building will be two stories, cution of tothe work, and also it was
to eHtabllsh a claim to the land above
On motion of Alderman Lcfcrnard,
he for the best Interests
described, before H. W. S. Otero, U. with an office front on Sioeon street believed
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
the street committee was ordered to
Tho city jail and police station will of the city to employ a consulting en- put the streets bordering tho
S. court commissioner, at Albuquer.grounds
Call Phone or send for Solicitor.
que, New Mexico, on March 22, 1909. fce on the first floor. The council gineer to act with Mr. Gladding In of St. Joseph's hospital In good conthe construction of this work.
chamber
city
rooms,
Diom-iclo
and
clerk's
names
Claimant
and
at
witnesses
PHONE 1029
The
vt' your commute dition. The Sisters of Charity desire
Oonzales, Jose Maria Mora, Joe a room for the city, engineer will be was thatdecision
man who designed the to improve their grounds, but cannot
the
on
the
second
floor.
T.
The
Chavei
determinaand
Bentura
all
Ganzales,
do so satisfactorily until the borderiWW WW WW
tion of the council to accept Mr. Kor. system should, If possible, be em- ng; streets are put on grade.
of Ca?a Salazar, New Mexico.
oer s proposed building, according to ployed in this capacity. As result of
MANUEL. R. OTERO,
A petition of the people of the
the correspondence,
Gray agrees
Register. Dr. Wroth was for the purpose of to act as consulting Mr'.engineer
foi Third ward for an aro light mt tho
cvadmg paying the city library comcorner of Atlantic- avenue and South
per cent of
three ami one-hai
Tor Uie best work on slilrt vtalMs mission $20 a month for the rent of
Fifth street, was referred to tho
of construction.
The details of building,
the
encouncil
chamber
and
city
the
light and fuel committee.
patronize Ilubbs Laundry Co.
gineer's office as well as securing the duties to be performed are conA. petition of K. McElroy, an old
suitable quarters. According to tho tained in a letter now in the hands soldier, asking for a license for a
All Chronic Disease Cared.
of the city clerk. It remains with the
proposition made the finance com cc
We treat all forms or diseases.
uncll to decide as to whether his popcorn wagon without cost, was rei,y Mr. Korber, the city, will
mittee
ferred to the street committee,
Rheumatism, Dropsy, Bad Blood,
pay him $100 a month and take a offer shall be accepted or not.Th city clerk was Instructed to
The engineering work as outlined
Nervousness, Ulcers, Deafness,
lease for me year, with the privilege
Paralysis, Stomach and Bladder
four weeks ago has been steadily draw a warrant for $125 to pay for
of two years.
screen
by
purchased
Alderman
Troubles, Strictures,
etc. We
The mayor, the city clerk and the carried on and us !'nr as the field Wroth for the sewer pumps.
guarantee the cure of Catarrh.
city attorney were designated a com- work Is c iiicerned it poswibly will be
On motion of Alderman Auge, the
completed In tho next six weeks. The
We give tree instructions on use
to muke the contract.
The
street committee was ordered to fill
VELVET SKIN LOTION mittee
of the water. Baths are autobuilding is to be ready for occupancy office work of drawing up maps and the yard of the Highland firo departprolllo, will probably occupy at least
matic. Come or write.
July 1.
Clears the Skin Quickly
ment so that it can be sown to grass.
The report of the finance commit- four weeks more.
Gn the favorable report of Alder
Your committee would
therel'crf' man
tee
follows:
Coen, arc lights were ordered,
$1.00 a Bottle
To the Honorable Tho Mayor and recommend that a duplicate party be placed at the following locations:
put it; the field as soon after the
Sulphur Hot Spring!
New Mexico
City Council of the city of
of Silver avenue and Sixth
tf March as practicable for the pj;- - Corner
street, Garfield avenue and Eighth
Write for FREE Booklet on Suctnab-t- o
h.Mtcnln the work.
The finance committee begs Kave ',
,:n" th, '"ance
apeclficatlo , at street; Paclflo avenue and Fourth
cessful Home Treatment of the skin
submit the following report:
street, and Forester avenue.
a f,J
1st. The special committee here-1- "
W,'t,A.
,ns
tofore appointed to confer with the..Ueul f cre?lt h0.ulli
AILEEN BERG
lu,eC
Hmum ...
Library aociation relative to mak- "V
w u. iv
W l ,1
nave
mi:
uiey
ine
uuiie
ing
arrangements
to rent said assoEL PASO, TEX.
mean at their command.
ciation quarters in the Library build- limited
1
would also suggest that n I
Wool Market,
ing. , having reported that the
St. Louis, Feb. 16. Wool nominal.
This Preparation, is sold in Albu
demands $20 monthly for rent manufacture of sundry articles ne
cd in the construction of the sewer Territory and western mediums 17
querque st the Parisian.
recj for the use of said rooms, it
fine mediums 15if17; fine 124f
ommended by the finance committee, preference should be given to minu-faeto- 21;
s
and merchants of this town 14.
as recommended .by the special comproviding the same can be1 line at an
mittee that the projo!tion be reject- expense
go
CIiic
Live
Stovk.
not greater than th" .aire
ed.
Chicago, Feb. 16. Cattle 6,600.
2nd. The finance committee fur- articles 'shipped In, and that tl.v .ve-- c Steady. Beeves 44.30u7.10;
Texas
be
flcatlons
worded.
ho
reports:
ther
. Excellent Service
That is is imperatively
steers $4.35 l& 5. 25; western steers
We would recommend tht. authornecessary that definite action be at
$4.10
5.75;
ft
rs
stoc
k.
feeders $3.40
once taken to provide suitable and ity be given to purchase mn'ab!- 5.55; cows and heifers.
$ l.ltu r(i C.10;
Particular peop.e have been
624 South Second St., corner Iron. adequate quarters for the various city r.crc.nrt, for pumps, for preset i
jj)
6
8.
calves
pleased with Columbus Meals for
All new iron beds. Rooms for officers and a meeting place for the
"
Sheep 11,000. strong. Westerns
many years. Have you tried them?
Respectfully submitted,
housekeeping.
Single room,
$1.25 council, as well as suitable for the
$3.i0'ft C.80; yi arllngs
$G.10 f) 7.10;
II
JAMES
WKoY'I,
housing and caring for the down
per week. No invalids received.
western lambs $ 5.00 Hi 7.80.
Chairman
Hewer
Commute...
town station of the fire department.
. holding.
A Itoquct for
As is well known, the jail now
(rain and lrollonH.
Members of tho city council last
UBed by the city is, and has been for
Cieago, Feb. 16. Weat May 114, 4
night
say
pains
to
took
nlco
thins
some time, totally inadequate In ev; July 100 V4.
fi 14
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OP THE
ery respect, and is quite a disgrace about City Engineer Gladding and his
Corn May 65 dv
July 63.
force,
doing
are
good
some
very
who
to any civilized community. It Is postints May 55fti78; July 48!(g
wo-present.
just
work
at
The
of
sible to remedy the defects In this
y
plats for the sewer system H
department without an expenditure making
Pork May 17o2'ii
1703;
Juky
progressing
rapidly
will
com
be
and
1 7 1 2
r,t 1 7 1 5.
fit a considerable amount of money. pleted
id
six
within
ling
Mr.
Gl.
weeks.
3rd. it has been brought to the
Lard May 970; July 82(it8G.
that the plans and sieclfienti 'is
attention of your committee that the said
Ribs May 892 ',4 J 95; July 910.
OF
N. M.
system
for
the
be
ready
would
within
owner of the property on the southMoney Market.
time,
things
if
that
and
as
moved
west corner of TIJeras road and SecNew York, Feb. 16. Call money
they
should,
on
new
sewer
work
the
ond street proposes to erect a buildsteady 2 fa 2 14 ; prime paper 3 V4 (j) 4.
the Close of Business,
5, 1
ing thereon, und that arrangements should be under way by July 1.
city
engineer's
report
The
follows:
Kan HUM
liy Live Slock.
can be made with the owner for
Kansas City. Feb. 16. Cattle 7,000.
quarters suitable to the needs of the To the Honorable Mayor and Members
of
City
thu
Council:
Steady.
city in all the particulars mentioned,
Southern
steers
$4.253
I
present
Gentlemen:
herewith 5.73; southern cows $2.60lU4.25; na4th. .The owner of the
property report
11,667,919.50
Loans and Discounts
of
the
department
envlneer
tive cow and heifer $2.40 ft 6.00;
proposes to rurnish to the city for the
32,629.72
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured ...
stockers
use of the down town fire station of for the month of January. 1909.
and
feeders
$3.50 0 5.25
200,000.00
U. B. Bonds to secure circulation
A
large
portion
of
the
month
bulls $3.0()i 4.65; calves $3.507.25;
the fire department and for Jail spent
125,000.00
U. 8. Bonds to secure U. S. Deposits. ..
premaking
in
prints
blue
and
western steers $4.00 1i 6.40:
purposes, a room 46x100 with an outwestern
8,937.50
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
let to the alley in the rear of the paring data for use during the" recent cows $2. 75f'5. 25;.
57,410.34
Bonds, securities, etc
sewer
parbond
survey
Two
election.
Hogs 9.000. f higher. Bulk $6.00
room; said room fronting on Second
Banking house, furniture and fixtures
40,000.00
street; and in the second story all ties were put Into the field Monday 4.50; heavy $6.40&6.6&: naekers and
Due from National Bunks (not reserve
January
5,
190,
and
on
the
work
butchers $.2ora 6.50; light $5.75UI)
rooms facing on Second street,
a
agents)
173.571.35
,
plans is progressing rapidly. (.30; pigs $6.0096.10,
council chamber 24x32 (same size as detail
28,311.78
Due from State Banks and Bankers...
I wish at this time to itraw the at.sheep 6,000. steady. Muttons $4.50
council chamber at present occupie I.
498,637.98
Due from approved reserve agepts. . . .
'
lambs 6.25C 7.40:
in the library building); quarters for tention of tho council to the need of i8 5.60;
183.04
Checks and other cash Items
a
testing
ancement
machine
and of
wethers $4.00 7 00; fed ewes $3. 001
the city engineer 12x24;
firemen's other transit.
9,519.08
Exchanges for clearing house
The
cement
tester will 5.20.
sleeping quarters, 12x24, with .hath
25,220.00
Notes of other National Banks
facilities; one room for city clerk. be an absolute necessity when sewer
Fractional paper currency, nickels and
,f
construction
starts.
12x12; room for street, building and
2,005.72
cents
itispeetfully submitted
IEUS WHY GREEKS
Kevver inspectors, 12x12; two offices,
Specie
$ 71,309.00
N.
JAS.
12x12,
GLADDING.
each
po1
the
marshal
1
for
and
Legal tender notea
107,505.00
78.8 4.00
lice department.
"it.Engineer.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
Tip; city fun secure these quartets
per
COMEJO AMERICA
AfKT Water Company.
(5
cent of circulation)
10,000.00
trrSTHi
foi' the price of one hundred dollars
Talk of asking the Water .Supply
a month. When it is considered that company to vacate its franchise or
Kostannos Siniekis is the name of
Total
13,058.060.01
the city Is now paying $35. on a abide by the Instructions of the coun- a yr-- ng Greek who is making
month for the inadequate and unsat- cil caused a few thril s to run
his home, ami probably
isfactory
down town fire station; through the meeting wlv u a jfetitlOU ;i mi To patriotic citizen of America
Capital stock paid in . .'
200.000.00
$15.(M n month for what Is termed a front residents
of South Walter street nev-- r bared his head to the stars and
Surplus fund
50,000.00
Jail; $S.0'l a month for the office of was read asking for water connec- stripes. Mr. Simekls received a Greek
Undivided profits, less expenses and
tho city clerk; and $20. 00 a month tions. The discussion tinally ended taper today telling t: a Turkish
.'
taxes paid
5,073.81
demanded from the Library associa by the mayor and tip' ay utt irney slaughter of Greeks at hu town of
National Bank notes outstanding
200,000.00
tion and when it is further considered being :ippoiiite,) u eoinin ttee of. two Sitdekiol, Turkey, January 24. The
Due to other National Banks
95,079.88
that with this expenditure the city to see the officers of tie water com- story given an account of one of the
Due to State Banks and Bankers
216,564.5$
is getting a very unsatisfactory
und pany and find out what tiny pro- - many reasons why Creeks are fleeln.'
Individual deposits subject to check..
1, 0541971. (1
that country to America. The emiTime certificates of deposit
1,076.856.08
gration from that couuliy to thla is
Certified checks
275.76
'
growing every year.
Because a
"
Cashier's checks outstanding
14,238.32
Greek boy threw the can of a TurT
United States deposits
23,237.97
kish circus actur on the ground afte.-thDeposits of U. S. disbursing officers. . . .
10l762.03
actor had put It jii the boy'i
Reserved for taxes
20,000.00
In ad, the actor was pern, t'c d to not
only kill th lad but to shoot Int. a
Total
13,058,060.01
crowd of Greeks and lull four nd
wound a ruu-it.of others.
Territory of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo, &:
Th.
murderer wvs permitted to g
iv
I. Frank McKee, cashier of the above named bank, do solthe Tui kisn k , eriinieit
emnly swear that the above statement Is true to the best of my
Simekls says that he left Turkey
knowledge and belief.
FRANK M'KEE.
six years ago and got out of the
Cashier.
country by telling the authorities
Sworn to and ubscribej to before me this 9th day of Februthat he was going i
Alexandra.
ary. 190S.
H. S. PICKARD,
Kgypt.
Alter lie reached Kgpyt he
Notary Fublle.
for America, an. I i gl.ld
embarked
Correct Attest:
he came.
Contains a
M. W. FLOURNOT,
of
substances
H. F. RAYNOLDS,
Itch! Itch! Itch! Scratch! Scratch!
H. B. M'MILLEX,
than any
Scratch! The more you scratch the
breakfast
food.
Will
subprove
a
Directors-worse the itch. Try Doan's Ointment.
It cures piles, eczema, any skin itchstitute for meat.
ing. All druggists sell it.

THE

Best Gallup Block, per ton

CITY

OFFICIALS

95.50
94.25

Gallup Egg, per ton
All Coal, No Rock.

I W. H. HAHNCO.

ct

lr

Phone

tlixntfS enna
T

aches
.

I. M. COX, Tho Plumber

t

!.':0

Square or Round
.

te

CALIFORNIA

706

EXTENSION
TABLES

J

ue

Phone 1020

'
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Ro Syrup Co.

Central

J

InGolden Oak, Early English, Fumed Oak or
Mahogany
Square Tables from $7.50 to $35.00
Round Tables from $15.00 to $65.00
China Closets to match tables. Buffets and chairs
in endless variety. We can save you money.

ALBERT FABER
West Central Avenue

308-31- 0

'

1

SULPHUR
HOT SPRINGS

lf

Look Better

POULTRY NETTING
Ban

llE arc prepared to

Uu-cof-

meet the

de-

mand for Poultry
Wire, having but
recently received a
large shipment of
it in all sizes.

-

.

JOS. L. DUR AN,

)i

'

COLUMBUS

"r

I

i--

VmT

Oiir Prices are the Best,

IElGpRI(tIS

By the Roll or per Foot

asso-clatl-

HOTEL

rs

HOME COOKING

MINNEAPOLIS

yl Rooming House

-

mcr-penc-

y.

1

FIRST

NATIONAL

HARDWARE AND RANCH SUPPLIES
115-11- 7
N. First Street.

ALL THE WAY UP
From the foundation to the shingles on the root, w ajre set.
Ing P. a I Ming Material Cheaper than you hars bought to
many yean. ' Pave at least 25 per cent and

BUILD NOW

ALBUQUERQUE,

February

At

909

I

sbBbBbbbBsBbssbsbs'

6;

48.

BANK

Raabe&Mauqer

Rio Grande Material

Lumber Co.

i

RESOURCES

PHONE 8.

j

Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumbar, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllntkot

'

LIABILITIES
....

m. mm

WHEAT FLAKE

ran

larger amount
other

CORN' EH TBTIsJD AND MARQCETTK.

First and Marqoettc

Rootlni

AHmqtterqoe, New Mexico

VL,D RELIABLE.

ESTABLISHED

L. B, PUTNEY
THE

WHOLESALE

1873 '

GROCER I

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest aud Most Exclusive Stock
the Southwest

of Staple

Groceries la

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
1

RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

WHITE HOUSE

r

RICO HOTEL

RESTAURANT
209 8.
MEALS

AMD

LUNCHES

nourishing

Come in the eating's fine

No

AND BAR

riret St.

rsicy Price

Here

i

Wines, Liquors and Clears
Best Meal In Town From
5 Cents Up.
Rooms by Day, Week or Monti
111 NortV

First St.

1

8&X.

ATBtTQUEKQITK
For this reason, best results

grown.

either under the snme conditions as
those In which you wish to grow them,
or tinder even severer conditions. For
Instance, It would not do to plant seed
grown under irrigation for dry farm
crops. It dm s not give good results
to plant seeds under our arid conditions that have ben grown under the
more humid conditions In the Fast.
Southern grown seed should never be
planted in a northern or high altitude
locality. Sunlight Is one requirement
of plant that bears small analogy to
the needs of animals. Sunlight Is an
absolute requirement for growth In
Dry Farrrrers Are Urged to our common crops. We know that
the plant which begins to grow withwhite. The
Use Every Means to
out sunlight remains
chlorophyl. or green coloring; matter,
in the leaves of all the common crops
Save the Rain
rannot develop without sunlight. This
chlorophyl Is one of the most ImportThat Falls.
ant ngents In the growth of the plant,
so that we mny consider sunlight one
rlicemie. Wyo., Feb. lfi. 11. T. of the first and most important requirements. However, In this climate,
II. f ui tin r
director of yip
where over 3m days of the year arc
stution of the agricultural sunny,
we do not have to worry about
j
t tuvnt "f thi' L'nlversity iif Wyo-imu'
iii who will deliver un address be- - having enough sunlight.
NcctI Water.
Why
l'lant
In-ylore t'ie Third
Ka rti ' f k cmgre. which meets
lit
"Now we come to the special re
Cln 'tun', Wyo., Feb. 23, 24 and 25, quirement, both of plants and anihas w'iticn an interesting article cm mals that we need to be most careful
"The 'onservat ion "f Water." Prof. in supplying In the arid region. The
Vi ry name arid shows that there is a
Now II says:
"It is interesting to note the iin.ilo-g- y deficiency of moisture in the Western
between the nc ds of the growing country, and that special methods
plant and those of the growing ani- nust be used t'1 grow crops profitably
Iloth plants
mal. Let us eousi ii r for u moment under such conditions.
(unir ero plant In its requirements end animals need water to supply the
of water necessary to
b compared with some farm unlmal large amount
say a horse. In the first place, both be kept always in their tissues, but
the Hiiimal and the nlant need food the plant needs It for another reason
That given than the animal. Plants cannot ablor their development.
tinanimal Is lu the form of grain sorb food except In a liquid condition,
and hay, but the plant Rets most of and in this way a great surplus of
Its food In more elementary form. water Is taken in by the plant over
The breaking down of rocks by the what it retains In Its tissues. This
weather has formed In many centur- surplus is evaporated through pores
ies what we call our soils.
These in the leaves, and is what the botannulls are composed of the same
ist calls transpiration. Then. If there
such a
in general us compose
the
need of water
rocks from which they were formed. for our farming operations in the
Jt Is the mineral sails in the soil that West, this question of the conservaform the main body of plant food. tion of what water we do receive,
Phosphoric acid, the sodium anj po- either in the form of rain or snow
tassium salts, and the nitrates, the or in the streams, Is a very Important
chemist tells us, are the most needed one to consider.
foods for the plant. Western soils are
"It has usually been considered that
rich in all needed elements but nit- fifteen or more Inches of rainfall, anrogen. It is true that rain and snow nually was sufficient to mature crops
dissolve some nitrogen from the air without the use of special methods.
and it is collected In the soil in form uch as irrigation
r dry farming
available to the plants, but this is so methods. Although this may be true
small In amount that other ways of . where rainfall occurs nt the most adsupplying the nitrogen foods to grow- vantageous periods in the growth of
ing crops must be considered. Prob- the crop, we must remember that Irrl"
ably the best form in which nitrogen gution Is practiced very largely in
an be placed for the best use of the home countries having a large annual
plant Is In the form of humus, and he rainfall. .In Italy, the rainfall Is in
who by provident methods obtains a many places more than sixty Inches a
good supply of humus In his soil Is Inear, and yet irrigation has probably
Crops obtained on reached as high a stage of developdeed fortunate.
tuc.h land will be well fed und well ment In these localities as anywhere
nourished, if other Conditions are in the world. Irrigation is practiced
right, and the yield will show very in some form or other in many of the
much hi niter than the same crop eastern states, and In Florida, which
grown on the same soil, but without has a large rainfall, irrigation is now
the humus.
considered almost a necessity to In"Just as your horse needs fresh air sure against fuilure In the short pernd a ventilated bnrn to keep In good iods of extreme drouth that somehealth, so the crops need plenty of times occur there. On the other hand,
air and a, ventilated soil to grow best. crops are raised in places in this counA'entilation In the soil serves a double try, as you have frequently been told,
purpose; It helps in the growth pro- where there Is less than ten lnchts of
cesses of the nlant and also tends to annual precipitation. One of the Inoxidize Ui.' elements of the soil and' teresting features of the research
thus renders them available for use work of the experiment stations of
tor the plant. In this connection it the government Is In attempting to
may be well to say that only a very find out how much water is really remall portion of the salts and other quired for plant growth. Some experifond el ments of the soil are avail- -' menters have tried to find how many
able to the crop In any one season, ' I ounds of water are required to proWarmth is needed for plant growth, duce a pound of dry matter of certain
as well as for your domestic animals. crops. Professor King. In his experi.Some con need more than others, ments at the Wisconsin station, has
and we all know that crops become found that under conditions that hold
adapted or acclimated to the condifor crops growing in tanks, 3.ril to 500
tions in which they have long been pounds of water are required to pro- -
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THE BIG DIPPER IN THE SKY IS
GOING TQ LEAK PRETTY SOON
V

TtESOAV.

FEimtlAUY

Id. IWtO.

Only One Way

mny be obtained by using seed grown

CONSERVATION
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Don t expect the stomach to do work it can't do. That is
unreasonable. While you need help let Kodol do it for
you. Kodol digests all the food and it's the only prepara
tion that does

Your printed matter

Kara It whan Kodol benefits yon.
It not only dlgesU the food yon hare eaten,
ant tones nn and tmto the stomach back to a
healthy and normal condition.
as long as part of the food remains undi
gested, the stomach Is not at rest. All food
must be digested. Only part means tnat tne
stomach must go on working at an lmposslbla
task.
Soma things are a partial help and do part of
the work. But that Is not enough. The part they
You don't need help.
do Is not the most essential part. Just what
Yon don't need dlgestera.
they fall to accomplish la what Is most required
Yon don't need KodoL
by the body. Part way will not do. "Partway"
Bat while you do need help let Kodol do It will never take you to a journey s ena. au or
none should be the demand.
for you. Then note the physical Improvement
that only comes with perfect digestion. And
That Is why Kodol Is so successful.
perfect digestion supplies sufficient nourishment.
Tt. AicTMta &11 food
aulcklv as a healthy
Kodol Is not a cure Nature alone cures. But stomach will do It.
Kodol assists the stomach by doing part of It
If It falls It costs you nothing.
work. Then nature completes Its cure. A litFairness cannot po further.
tle help from Kodol makes the burden lighter and
easier to bear.
Our Guarantee
There are tonic properties In Kodol that cause
Go to your druggist today and get a dollar
the stomach and whole system to respond. bottle. Then after you have used the entire conyou
In
get
what
That Is what you want. That's
tents of the bottle If you can honestly say that It
KodoL
has not dona you any good return the bottle to
Lack of nourishment is not generally caused by
the druggist and ha will refund your money. Wo
aeslmllaU
you
don't
because
is
lack of food. It
digest.
will then repay the druggist. This offer applies
don't
because
It
and
what you eat
to the large bottle and to but one In a family.
you
want
all
and
food
rood
Eat
avoid
that because It doesn't
The dollar bottle contains 2 times as much
Don't ....
....this "nor vm
nnl. mnmim IViA- BtnmiAll
r
wim you. Tl..
fifty cent bottle. Kodol Is made at the
as
aires help.
the
I f your appetite craves csrtaln things
needs
of E. C. DeWltt & Co., Chicago.
laboratories
your fjtem tnjuun u.sui.

DobI expect tfas stomsoh to do work ft etal
4a That 1 unreasonabU. White jom Modanbelp
the
let Kodol do It (or yott Kodol dlgwta
food and It Is the only preparation that doe. It
the stomach la unable to digest food-TIs only one waj. It mart hare help.
Don't expect It to do work It cant do. That
la unreasonable. Help restore Its abflty to act for
Itael f. It soon put It In condition to do Its work
unaided. When that condition la reached
here

u

I

IP0

aim it aim &V

Of the Right Sort

H. O'RIELLY & CO.

think claimed from desert conditions to tha modish cmrmx.vnoN'
OF SILVHlt AS it ItOSE
most productive agricultural lands,
simply by applying the waters of the
streams and storing or conserving tn,
flood waters that would otherwise go
to waste. The general Irrigation propof the osition is too large to take up In a
computation
In
practical
amount of water necessary to pro little talk of this kind, but there Is
duce a certain crop, leaving- out of one great feature of Irrigation that
consideration, of course, other factors, applies to dry farm lands, as It Is
seasons. soil, usually understood. Irrigators are besuch as unfavorable
ginning to acknowledge that the dry
etc.
larmers have taught them something.
Two Years' Moisture Nettled.
In dry farming talks and articles, cul"It may be very well for the scien- tivation
has been bo emphasized that
tist to say that twelve Inches of rainIf culfall would be needed, even If all were the irrigator begins to wonder
actually used by the plants to produce tivation for conservation of soil moisp certain number of bushels of wheat. ture would not save the trouble of an
by harrowing at tho
but If a farmer actually grows thai extra irrigation
time to retain the moisture In
number of bushels with less amount 1. roier
now
of rainfall, the experiments have a the ground. Many Irrigators are
with success!
methods
shadow of doubt cawt upon them. In using such
where I believe
all such calculations, however, it must There is one point,
advanlie 'remembered that under the sys the dry farmer can use with Irrigatem of dry farming here advocated, tage the experience of certain
and that is by conserving flood
two years' moisture must he con- tors,
waters, or pumping
from underserved tot one crop.
ground supplies where this can be
soil
moisture done. If a farmer owning 160 acres
"The conservation of
by cultivation has beep known in a can conserve enough water in a small
way
a
gnat iiservolr or can pump enough water
vague
for
somewhat
nuinv years, hut every year that so i Ither by wind-mi- ll
or gasoline enmuch investigation is being done a gine to Irrigate, say five or ten acres,
at present on dry farming methods, lie has a great advantage over hie
there will be something new found neighbor who has no surplus supply
out about the best ways of retaining of water and may even be compelled
for use of the plant the moisture that to haul water several miles for docomes Into the soil. The rain and mestic and stock watering purposes.
snow that falls on the farm may be There are several advantages In this
I!y the snow
lost in three ways: 1.
method of rurmlnK. one of the chief
blowing off the surface or rainfall advantages
In ing that there Is alwnys
running off. 2. Ity its seeping below i Hough water to drink
and that it Is
Hie action of the crop roots and rungood to drink, not heated and stale
ning away us subsurface water, and as it is when It has stood a few days
3, by evaporation
from the surface. It: a tank wagon in which it has been
It Is used only in supplying moisture hauled. The home run be made atto the tissues of the plants and by tractive, and the American people,
transpiration from the leaves.
as n rule, are not satisfied unless
"It Is the object of the dry farmer their home can he made attractive by
shrubs,
to prevent, so far as possible, th growing of trees, perennial
three great losses of water so us to he growing of trees, perennial shrubs,
s
leave more for 'the use of the plant.
for their fields, and a
The running off of water may largely vi getahle garden. Many of these may
A beautiful evening
costume of
having
by
occasional possibly be grown without irrigation, rose
be prevented
has a front panel of old
banks a foot or more, or raised roads, but It is a question whether very lace, velvet
and the fulness is drawn In at
or contour furrows that will keep the many will take the necessary time the waist
by
Immense cord of silwater from going down the steepest and care to grow trees nnd shrubs ver, which is an
finished with larg? tasslope. The seepage may be prevented around the house by dry farming. The
sels of silver.
to a great extent by deep plow ing and small
reservoir or
supplementary
compacting of those soils which do pumping plant also means crop insurNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
not become firmly compacted together ance. It may turn the scale between
by their own weight. Thus for loose success and failure In u dry year. Department of the Interior,
U. S.
soils, either the roller or the subsurThere are crop failures In the east
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexface packer is of great value. This and in all possibility there will be
ico. Nov. 24. 1998.
compacted earth, some nine or ten occasional crop failures in the west,
Notice la hereby given that Franinches deep, when It is properly pre- but when irrigation water is availa- cisco Trujlllo of Bernalillo
County,
pared, forms a sort of reservoir that ble to grow crops on dee or ten acres, who, on Feb. 1, 1906, made homewill hold the water
from seepin this little area put In very intensive stead entry aerial No. 07,168, No. I,
downward. We know- - that earth crops may enable the owner to tide ,836, for NEW, section 24, township
which has been stirred
and then over a bad year. There Is a further ,11 north, range 6 east, N. M. P. Mer- pressed togetmr will take up nine advantage, especially where a tank Is lldlan, has filed notice of Intention to
water and hold it by capillarity than put up high enough In the air to have make final
proof, to establish
earth In Its natural condition. Most running water In the house. This claim to the land above described,
ef the efforts of the dry farmer, how- - means that the farmer can have many before H. W. fc. Otero, U. S. Court
ver. are directed toward preventing of the conveniences of town life, at Commissioner at Albuquerque,
New
the tilled and most serious source of Hie same time having the advantages Mexico, on March IS, 1909,
loss, that by evaporation from (he sur. of the country.
Running water may
Claimant name as witnesses:
face. The force of capillarity Is hardbe of extreme value in case of a
Darlo Chavez, Manuel Gonzales,
ly understood even by scientists, but small lire starting, and any farmer
Donaclano Outlerrez, Fllomeno
it Is well known that water will be who has tho opportunity of locating
all of Ban Pedro, N. M.
some
raised and curried
distance his farm to obtain a piece of land adMANUEL R. OTERO,
thtnugh line tubes or interstices be- jacent to a flood water ravine or with
Register.
tween th,. soil grains and thai when an underground
water supply, will
u
I.m, thU make a mistake unless he does locat"
a crust lorms on fultivnl.'.
Soldier I la I Its
Plot.
action takes place i i iapiill; that on suc h land and lake advantage of
It seemed to J. A. ftone, a Civil
water Is brought to the sii't.iee about the possible water supply, either by war
veteran, of Kemp, Texas, that a
uh i'iim a it will .v;ii.. ate from the putting In a small earth dam to consurface, until then- is practically no serve Hood water or a light pumping plot existed between a desperate lung
and the grave to cause his
ft in the ground. Cultivamoisture
plant to raise the water from below trouble
death.
"I contracted
a stubborn
this crust, disinte- to the required level.
tion breaks
cold," ha writce, "that developed a
grates tin tube-lik- e
interstices, and
cough
In spite of
me,
that stuck to
lorms a soil mulch on the ground
IHIUtXrr FROM TIIK MINE TO all remedies,
year.
My weight
for
which protects the moist earth below Youit itiv
yum,
;aixltp
tt.za; ran down to 130 pounds. Then I
frgm evaporation,
Cul va t ion
does AIJi 1AU HAIIX 1X. 1MIOXE
.
began to use Dr. King's New Discovuianv other things of great vi.lue n
ery, which reatored my health comonly to the dry farmer but to any AIM'MCATIONS
(.RAZING pletely. I now weigh 178 pounds."
FOR
kind of a farmer, but I c annot go very
PERMITS.
For severe cold.-"obstinate coughs,
far Into discussion of them.
Notice la hereby given that all ap- hemorrhages, asthma,
and to prevent
Tanulil Irrigators Ssunclliing.
plications for permits to graze cattle,
neumonU
It's
unrivaled. Bc and $1
"The conservation of water, how-- i horses, sheep, goats and hogs within
rial
bottle
free. Guaranteed Dy all
ver. goes very muc h further than the JKMBJS NATIONAL,
FOREST
alers.
simply the best use of what moisture during the season of 1909, must be
naturally falls on the farm. This filed at my office at Santa Fe, New
FREE! free::
great western country ban been built Mexico, on or before March 1. 1900
up almost entirely by irrigating up to Full Information in regard to th
A $25 Standard Phonograph given
this time. Irrigation In Wyoming Is grazing fees to be charged and blan
way. A chance given with each tl
now receiving great impetus by the forms to be used in making applicapurchase. Drawing- 17th, 1109.
opening of many large projects, hun- tion will be furnished upon requet-- t Special low rates forFeb.
Holiday goods.
dreds of thousands of acres of land
ross McMillan.
Futrelle Furniture Co., West end jf
In various parts of the state being re
Supervisor
viaduct.
(luce a pound of dry matter.

is

usually your first representative to a prospective customer. You should not send
a shabby representative

I

that conditions so vary In different lo
calities that experiments of this kind
would have to be conducted In a great
number of places to give results that
will be sure that they may be used

For More Than Twenty Years

THE CITIZEN
has been producing the highest class of Job Printing for
the business men of this city
and the other cities and
towns of New Mexico. We
have always kept abreast
with the times and are better than ever equipped to
execute your order.
Whether it be a hundred
cards or a hundred thousand
edition, your order will receive the careful attention of
competent workmen.
We guarantee prompt delivery and full count.
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The "Dipper
will eppeej" n

m it
&

few

ccrrtunc

ft

0-

Buen-abent-

-

a,

IK-at- h

T. ke a good look at the hi dipper
it gets t i be a liumniy old
lef'
- an I leaky.
dip

dipper is ,m tile blink now,
but it lit pretty rospoctaole article
juM the aiiie.
Meaning, of cour.se.
the Hig J ji. r." which you ace In
the sky on bright, stjrlight night-Tin maker of the heavens put seven Ma,in the "dipper" or "Great
Hear."' ;is it is sometimes called, but
al.-gave t
motion. The motion
has lie.-hIow. so slow that for un
those seven trial have apparently
ftooij in the shape of a dipper In the
north
Hut during tin- next few centuries,
I In
:irtroiiouiei s ay, the "dipper"
uill ru!- -, and hurt an I the handle
'11

i

will bri.uV in t ,M.
The a onoim rs

say that these
directions of moveby the arrows In the
ment, as
diagram, and ho in time the sym
--

t.
shown

stars have

metry ,,f the figure they now make
will entirely break up.
The star that forms the end of the
"dipper" handle has julte u rapid
motion, and alnce this end star is the
polar Btar now, it will not be long
before the polar tar of 19n will be
out of the true north us to he no
longer the "north star."' The new
position of the end star is seen In
the second "dipper" outline piesi d
here.
our ihiih pole star was not always
the nolar star. Hack 4U(HI years a
culled "Iiraconis" was the pile
Mar of the heavens. Forward .".kiiii
years our polar star will have so p.iss-je- d
from its position as pole star as to
be discarded, and then a star now
called e'ephei will be the north pilar
star of the heaven.
The popular expression, "I'nvary-in- g
uh the pole star," is quite a shaky
and uncertain comparison when the
facts are all in,
ni-e-

11

i
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As a man is judged by the
clothes he wears so a firm is
judged by the printing it
sends oot. Do you realize the
value of a neat, well printed
letterhead or booklet?
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MALE HELP

WANTED

and ws will explain how we
WANTED To buy old feather beds iWTUTE
pay any man $85 per month and all
pnlil.
price
and pillows.
traveling expenses to take orders
Send portal; Mill call. M. I Anger.
for portraits. Experience unneces303 Sou 111 Hwt ntrw.
sary. This offer mads by the greatIv'ANTKD
fosillon by a reliable and
portrait house in the world.
est
M.
A.
R..
man.
thorough business
Write now before it is too late.
Citizen.
R. D. Mattel. Pept. ilO, Chicago.
Tonias VOUNO MEN FOR RAILWAY MAIL
WANTED Horse clipping.
Marquis, at Patterson's livery, 813
Service. Examination In AlbuquerWest Silver. First class Job guarque May 15. Intending applicants
anteed.
should begin preparation at once.
.Sample questions and "How GovWANTED To trade an automoDile
ernment Position Are Secured,"
In good running order, for real essent free. Inter-Stat- e
Schools, 797
tate. Apply Dr. R. N. Van Sant, L.
Iowa Ave., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
B. 105.
y bl g
WANTED A lady collector, mar- MEN wXnTE DQ UI CKL
Chicago mall order house, to disried or single, to collect a few days
tribute catalogues, advertise, etc.
monthly for a California Install$36 a week; $60 expense allowance
ment house. Easy work, good pay.
Brat month: no experience required.
References required. Address Box
Manager, Dept. 601, 386 Wabash
544, Oakland, Cal.
avenue, Chicago.
WANTED
Information regarding
farm or business for sale; not parFOR REN1
ticular "Jont location; wish to hear
from owner only, who will sell diRENT Houses of 3, 4 and 6
rect to buyer; give price, descrip- FOR
rooms; modern. W. H. McMilllon,
tion, and state when possession can
real estate broker, 211 West Gold.
Darbyshlre,
be had. Address I
4 and
FOR IlENTCood
Bent 1030, Rochester, N. Y.
houses. Porterfleld Co., 216 Weist
WANTED iFor manufacturing metal
Gold.
specialties, models, dies, stampings,
National foK KK.N'i' Typewriters, all kinds.
and special machinery.
Albuquerque Typewriter Exchange,
Stamping and Electric Works, 151-1215 West Central.
8. Jefferson St., Chicago.
FOR KENT Portion ot good ware
SALESMEN
house; easy of access for drays e- llverlng or hauling goods, lnnuire
"B" this office.
wiVTwn .Reliable man to work
city of Albuquerque with Clear Ha
vana Cigar proposition. For partiC'
FOR SALE
ulars address Box 601 Ybor Sub
Tampa,
Fla.
Station,
FOR SALE One
brick, ona
frame; both modern. A snaP
WANTED capable salesman to cever
for $3,650. Porterfleld Co., 216 W.
New Mexico witn staple line, mgu
Gold.
commissions, with 3 109 monthly
iivinrt. Permanent position to For Sale About 40 head of rauge
right man. Jess H. Smith Co., De
horsoa horses, marcs and calls ;
trolt, Mich.
Native and American crossed stock;
weights. 600 to 1,000 lbs. Low
WANTED Salesman to carry up-tprice for tlie lot. E. S. K., Box 410,
as aiue
date souvenir rost caras
Albuquerque.
Monnv making proposition.
Una.
Some of our men making $200 FOR SALE Underwood Typewriter,
good as new. Millett Studio.
monthly. State references. Gartner
St Bender, Chicago.
FOR SALE Will sell at once stock
of groceries, dry goods, notions at
ac
having
WANTED Salesman
low price. Splendid location. Apply
quaintance with leading manufact
Southwestern Business Association,
nr.n nt Alhuaueraue and surround'
201 East Central avenue, Albuquer
ing territory. Must have general
que, N. M.
knowledge of machinery and 'belting and be prepared to work on i FOR SALE Choice lots for $125, $10
lknaral commission basis as a reg'
cash; $5 per month; good invest
"
ment. Porterfleld Co. 216 West
ular or side line. Post Office Box
140, Station C, Cleveland, Ohio.
Gold.
FOR SALE Two three-roocot
oiQ UONB7 made selling our 11ns
tages ,to move away. B. H. Ives,
of ouolln Lighting systems wuicu
Fourth and Santa Te.
ia .v. - mnm BTtenntvA mod rn and
manufactured under one FOR SALE Or will exchange for Albuquerque real estate, eight fine
roef. Our latest lnvsrtea ugni
residence lots at Long Beach, Cal.
a wonder; 800 candle power; gen
from the floor
Apply at Citlsen office.
tM anil
tf
can be turned down to a very low FOR SALE A fine Hardman piano,
pitch; will stand any araugm
good as new, beautiful tone. A
i,thia fnr tha store or home: ow
to possess an Instrument of
chance
Ing to its patentable features w
unexcelled make at Just half what
we can protect you mm
it Is worth. On exhibit at Whit
a i
vear guarantee wrta
tinn
Music store, 124 South Sec- son's
each system; a proven success; deAlbuquerque.
street,
end
mand enormous; quick seller; big FOR MALE 2
houses; 1 4
money maker; exclusive termor?.
room house; 2
houses. We
Illinois
Knight Ught Co.,
want an offer on any or all of them,
St., Chicago, 111.
They must go. Portrefleld Co. 216
Experienced in any line
bALKHMEN
West Gold.
to sell general trade in the soutn FOR SALE Extracted
honey, 10
arairt An unexcelled specialty prop
pounds for $1.00; 60-lcan for
Commissions with 335
v.tinn
$5.00.
Order by postal of W. P.
weekly advance for expenses. The
Allen, P. O. box 202, Albuquerque,
Continental Jewelry Co., Cleveland,
N. M.
Ohio.
Card
Post
SA.LiBSM.EN
interested in
AGENTS
aids line, write for our new offer,
rree sample outfit, highest
$18 PER WEEK PAID ONE PERSON
Wia manufactura com
in each county to handle our big
plete line of albums, stands, cards.
advertising combination. J. S. Selg- views. Continental Art Co., (is w,
ler Company. Como Block, Chicago.
Monroe 8t., Chloaro
m&ke
SALESMAN WANTED tor 190 who WANTED Agents positively
$10 to $20 dally selling the greatest
has had experience In any line, io
photo art specialty ever produced
sell general trade In New Mexico
Something new and unusual. L. K.
an unexcelled specialty proposition.
Nutter, Mgr.. 464 Carroll Ave., ChiCommissions with 335 weekly adcago.
vance for expenses. Our season
opens January 4th. The Continental WANTED Agents make $6 a day;
seven fast sellers; big new illustratJewelry Co.. Cleveland, unio
ed catalogue and samples free.
WANTED 600 experienced salesmen
Commercial Supply Co., Box 3068,
of good address at once to sell
Boston, Mass.
Mexican lands; big commissions;
our best met are making 1600 to WANTED Agents to sell our line of
everybody bu7
cigars with a new patent cigar
$1,000 a moath;
lighter. Can also be carried as a
land. Mexican West Coast Com
pany, Kansas City. Mo
side line. Address Crown Cigar Co.,
sales-meMilwaukee, WU.
WANTED Honest, energetic
educated
to sell a general line of high WANTED An energetic,
man to sell the New International
grade food products to hotels, resEncyclopaedia ' In New Mexico;
taurants, farmers, ranchers and
splendid opening; state age. presother large consumers. Experience
you the
we teach
unnecessary;
ent employment and give references. Dodd. Mead
and company.
business; exclusive territory. Our
goods are guaranteed full weight,
Shukert Building, Kansas City, Mo.
full measure and in every way
meet the reulrements of all pure
food laws. Exceptional opportunFOUND
LOST
ity; write today for particulars.
company.
WholeJohn Sexton
I.OST At Colombo theater, a lady's
sale Orovers, Lake & Franklin sts.,
containing
two $7
Chicago.
checks and two 35 bills. Finder
WANTED Agents to sell newly patplease return to Mrs. W. J. Zirhut,
ented rapid selling household spe410 Kast Central avenue, and
cialty for manufacturers; great dereward.
mand with largs profits. Address
The
Honest
Proprietary Medicine.
Manufacturer,
P. O. Box 170,
has saved thousands of dollars tc
Pittsburg, Pa.
famine who could 111 afford the exrequires pense necessary
ANTED Success Magus-roto maintain the ser
Albuquerman
In
of
a
the services
vices of a physician, and have an
que to look after expiring subscrip- swered
the ipurpose equa'ly as well
tions and to secure new business bv and often succeeded
after our besi
special
means of
method unusualphysicians have failed. LyJIa E
permanent;
position
ly effective;
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound l
prefer one with experience, bat "ne
of this kind.
any
applicant
with
ould
cood natural qualifications; salary
Our Klilrt and collar work is per
11.66 per day, with commission opIKM1ESTIO FINISH" i
fect. Our
tion. Address, with references. R. the trtper thing.
We lead .other
C.
Peacock, room 113. Success follow.
Magaxlne Bldg., New York.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

tHl

YB

Business Opportunities
"ON THE LEVEL"

TRADE ST1MU-J..ATOmachine. Something new
for operators. Write for particulars.
Tope Co.. Corn Exchange
Bank
1311 g., Chicago.

REALTY CO.

at a sacrifice.

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.
WEST

END

VIADUCT

WOULD SPARE HIM THE TEMPTATION

AUCTIONEER
J.

Sollle of the firm of Sollie ft
Gold avenue,
has obtained an auctioneer's license
for the purpose of serving the public
In that capacity as well as doing an
auction business at their own store
on Thursday of each week, at 1:30
and 7:30 o'clock. Mr. Sollle has
had broad experience in the auction
business in his younger days. With
fcis close attention to business and the
pelite and easy way in which he can
address the people, will assure him
success as in other days. The people of Albuquerque can make
no
mistake in giving Mr. Sollle their
work.
M.

Le Breton, 117 West

ll

t'S

PHYSICIANS

59

o-

b.

and

e

FOIt SALE.
$5,000 a snap, to close an estate. We offer a great bargain in
a desirable residence property, in
a good location. Modern, brick
building. 7 rooms. Large grounds,
oarn and outhouses. Easy terms.
Near Central ave. Fourth ward.
SI. 900 A
brick residence on South Broadway, 60 foot
lot, trees and outhouses. Easy
terms.
A great bargain In a
$3.000
line residence,
room brick, modern. In Highlands, between Lead
and Central ave. Lawn, fruit and
shade trees. Very desirable for a
permanent home or as an Investment.
$1,050
An
adobe residence In Third ward; S lots. Good
outhouses.
$1,900
A
frame house,
modern. Fourth ward. Easy payments. A bargain.
$3,180
brlok, modern.
In Highlands, on South Arno. Water paid.
FOR 1U0NT.
$65.00 The Henrietta Hotel and
Rooming House, 28 rooms, modern, new brick, central location.
$17.80
frame, modern.
On South Arno near Central. Water paid.
$35.00
flat. Modern.
Near Commercial Club.
$8.00
houne, near shops
$8.003 room cottage, north

"Lemme carry year purse. Miss Mamie."
"I couldn't think of troubling you, Mr. Jimmle.
in It."

"BEAUTY" NIGHTS ARE

10 to 12 anil 3 to 4
Telephone 886
Rooms 8, 9 and 10, State National
Bank Block.

Hours

DENTISTS
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgery.
Rooms 2 and S, Harnett Building,
Over O'Rieily's Drug Store.
Appointments Blade by Mail.
744.

ly

GERMANY

FAOjN
Berlin

IAi-I'ndrew Exhibitions and
an ArtM'u Model Lend
Society.

Diet, Herr Moltke. minister of the
Interior, while criticising the "beauty
tvenings," as an abuse of a good principle, went out of his way to approve
ol a display of the nude
This Is not the first time that Olga
has been in hot water. Although she has changed her name,
I"
she
the same young girl who appeared In London a little over a year
ago as Olga Seldon. She and her
two brothers gave an extremely artistic exhibition of living .statuary at
the London pavilion until the public
outcry became so insistent that both
he und the women who posed as
"Ui Mllo," were compelled to adopt
(I ru per leu or
withdraw their acts. "La
Mllo" did the former, while the
n
s withdrew to Berlin, where there
was a more tolerant public.
Since
then Miss Desmond, as she is now
known, has been, a popular figure in
high German society, appearing at
private functions with as little suspicion of clothing as was possible to
imagine.

their shore
of attention. It presents
the store news a little
ahead, giving the prospective purchaser time
to plan a. shopping tour
for the next morning.

T
.

Berlin, Feb. 16. If for no other
reuson, Olga Desmond, a beautiful
artist's model, can claim the attention of the public through having been
the oubject of discussion during h
whole session of the Prussian Diet.
Miss Desmond is the leading
spirit
In a quite alurming crnze here known
us the "nudity movement." which has
spread with amazing rapidity through
the aristocratic clusses, and . which
threatens to permente the middle and
lower classes.
According to Herr
a member of the Center, many societies
already exist in Berlin for the purpose of holding fociul evenings,
at
which the members make their
Send for Our Select List of
wearing a broad smlle
FIFTY CALIFORNIA PAPERS
and little else. These gatherings were
whereby you can insert dls- known as "beauty evenings," and ns
play ads In all tracers for
a sop to public clamor they were reFIVE DOLLARS PRR INP.H
cently classed with theatres and muThe Dflko Advert Uing Agency,
sic halls, and thus placed under the
Incoroorated.
control of the police.
The latter,
427 8. Main St. 11 flrun Rt 4
however, have been slow In taking
Los Angeles, Cal. San Francisco.
action, largely. It Ik said, because
thoe taking part were of exalted
rank. The authorities did go so far
It Is not what you pay for advertisas to prescribe a minimum amount of ing but what
advertising
PAYS
clothing to be worn.
YOU. that makes It valuable.
Our
At the discussion In the Prussiun rates are lowest for ewaj servlca.

DENTISTS.
Room 12.

Itm-ren-

N. T. Armljo Building.

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. &
Office hours, 9 a. ni. to 12:30 p. ni.
1:30 to 5 p. m.
Appointments made by mall.

Phone

456

LAWYERS
W. D. BRYAN

at Law.

Office First National Bank Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

,

TO STIMULATE A SLUGGISH HEART

E. W. DOBSON

at Law.

John

to thai all advertise-

ments) receive

cent on First Mortgage
Real Estate.

Besides, dere's money

Sel-ilo-

DRS. COPP AND PETTIT.

Attorney

The Citizen is not read
hurriedly, but thorough-

v

Practice Limited to Tuberculosis.

Attorney

I

ABST11ACTS OF TITLE.
Having the books and complete
records of The Albuquerque Abstract Company and the Title
Guarantee and Abstract Compeny,
Including the City of Albuquerque
and County of Bernalillo, we are
now prepared to furnish correct
Abstracts of Title to any real property In Bernalillo County on the
shortest notice and lowest prices.

A. G. SHORTLE, M. D.

It.

Because The Oltlien U a
home paper. It Is either
delivered by carrier at
the house or Is carried
home by the bnstnesa
man when his day's work
Is done and It STAYS
THERE. A morning paper Is usually carried
down town by the head
of the family and hurriedly read.

Money to Loan at 8 per

Residence, 610 South Walter Street.
Phone 10.10. Office', 9 Harnett
Building. Phone, 617.

S06 W. Central Ave.

c

--

L. BURTON, M. D.

Phone

Why

FIRE INSURANCE

Physician and Surgeon,

com-miuin- ni

m

Real Estate. Loans.

10-1-

m

lls-hte-

Some
Reasons

First street.

WALTEER W. SMITH, M. D.
Practice limited to
Herinas. t
Diseases of Women.
Diseases of the Rectum.
Genlto-Urlnar- y
Diseases.
Hours, 10 a. m. to 12 m.; 2 to 4
p. m.; 7 to 8 p. m.; Sundays and Holidays, 9:30 to 10:30 a. m. Rooms.
8
Grant Bldg. Residence, SOG
West Tijeraa Ave.
SOLOMON

Mgr.

and ends in Floor Coy

R

AUTHORS SEEKING A PUMJ8HBK
should communicate with the Cochrane Publishing company. 277 Tribune building. New York City.

M. Moorh

Pre

JOHN M. MOORE

Our spring goods in Carpets, Art Squares, lace
Curtains, Portiers, Lino
leums. Etc., are arriving
and we will be pleased
to show them to you,
whether you buy or not

They Reach More People Daily Than You Can See In a Month

J.

Vice.

a clean sweep of all odds
erings,

1

1

1

We Are Making

Brooks
President

M. Moore

REALTY CO.

Wise advertisers patron-Is- e
The Citizen because
they know their advertisements are seen and
read at the homes In the
evening, and If they are
offering something wor.
thy of attention, their
ad has accompliflicd Us
mission.
ail

219 Wmt Gold Avmnue

I

I

Real Estate
Are you thinking of buying
or building a home; or do you
want to put a small sum In a
good Investment property. If
so, I have some propositions
that will Interest you. The fact
that you cannot pay cosh need
not keep you back, because I
have another way, and a good
want Ia loam 7
fine. T.i v.m
about the other way? If so come
In and iwe will talk It over.

R. J. TAYLOR

I

217 W. Central.

The Citlxcn has never
given premiums to subscribers but Is subscribed
to and paid for on Its
news merits,' allowing
that Its subscribers have
money with whleli to buy
what they waut from
legitimate
merchants.
These arc the people
The CiUxen Invites to
your store.

z
The Citizen employs a
man whose buslnesa It la
to look after your adver.
Using .wants. He will
write your copy If you
wish. If not, he will see

that jour ads are, "set
up" to look their beat
and be will attend to
them from day to day.

Money
to Loan

E

Office, Cromwell Block.
Albuquaque, New Mexico.

Attorney

86

at Law.
w

rights,

Letter Patents, Trade

F Street

Mark", Claims,
N. W.

Wellington. D.

C.

THOS. K. D. M ADDISON

Attorney at

Are you advertising

I1LWK
tate, flrt

Pensiotis, Land Patents, Copy
Caveat-i- ,

to loan
real esmortgage only,
one to live yearn, In huiiis to
suit, at seven and eight per
cent, accordingto amount
and class of security.
If you need money and
have the right kind of security come and sco nic.
$100,000.00

IRA M. BOND

law

Office, 117 Went Gold Ave.

.The Oitizen? Your
pet tors are, and
I

ARCHITECT
F. W. SPENCER
Architect.
1221 South Walter St.

Phone 553

INSURANCE

A.

N

Montoya

Is the Best

Vct Uold Avenue,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

213

B. A. SLEYSTER

Insurance, Real Estate, .Votary
Public.
Itoonm 12 and II. Cromwell ,lk.
llbiiquerque
Xewr Mexico
A.
Hi--

E. WALK

I TIC

Insurance

Sicnmrv Mutual llullilinir Association
217 Went O iitrii) Avenue

ara

profiting by It. Do yosj
think conservative boat-- n
etui men are spendlag
money where they are
not getting results? Get
In the swini and
your business grow.

WaMlilngton Once Gave Vp
to three doctors; was kept In bed for
five weeks. HhoJ poison from a spll-rr'bite caused large, (Jeep sores to
cover his leg. The doctors failed,
"Well, little girl, what i.i it?"
then Bueklen's Arnica. Salve com"Have you got any genuine love pletely cured me,'' writes John Washington, of Bosquevllle, Tex. For ec
lotions?"
zema, boils, burns and plies its supreme. 26c at all dealers.

Advertising
Medium

a

in

Albuquerque

I

ra

V
ALBUQTTETIQUE

ictowt.

nucjoexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxjoo

wll

A)

Stylish and reliable Shoes; closest, prices; polite
and intelligent treatment; satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. We will always do
our very best to please you, whether you Call to
examine our stock, buy a pair of laces,, a bottle
of polish, or some shoes.
-

ASSORTED KINDS AND FLAVORS
packed In pretty boxes from one to
five pounds at t per pound. Just th
thing for an Informal gift.

$2.50 to $5.00
2.00 to 4.00
1.50 to 5.00
1. 50 to 4. CO
1. 10 to 2.00
1.15 to 2.75
i.Oo to 2.50

SCinjTT

Second Door North of

r.

.

A WOXIWHITL
WOMAN IS WITH I'M.

l'VY

With the spring season but one month away

Beginning today YOUR TRICE, and not
ours, will prevail at this store for the next four ,
weeks.

LUTZ
MISS
Phone 832
2nd
St.

u

laite.

Don't be Surprised
At anything you hear about COAL
but call us up and get prlees lie- fore you buy.

Private parlors.
309 V4
Central
venue. Wilcox rooming house, 10
. m. to 9 p. m.
FOR

.

SALE

A $350 team of

matched
mules, weighing about
,400 pound: also new 150 set 'of
harness; new S 4 Bain wagon, or
iginal cost, 1 1 5 ; all for sale at a
big bargain. Inuuiie of Sivitt Knlirlii
or G. A. Wagoner, 602 West Tijeras.
Kentucky

o

909 fOUTH rim

PHONE

If

tirtd chit

Albuquerque

it is style, lit and service

that

Woolyou want. Over
ens from which to choose. All the
unci
coloring's.
lev weaves
GUI

fft ICES

?mU

--

mrmmmr

60 dos
50 dox

HII!IM

IWi,pW.,M,)ljUIWWIWll..m

i,

J

.

MILL

.III'. OLDEST MILL IN TILE CITS
When In need of fash, door frame
etc Screen work a ieclaltj. 40
Joiih llrst Rrret. Telephone 461.

!

2-

S17.S9

....... a.

a

w

4.UU

$10.50

,

worth 15c, now
Men's fancy hose, worth 35c, nnw
Men's wool underwear, worth $3.60, now

5
X

He

J

20c

'. ".'.'.'$2.50

!f

In our Boy's Department, we offer some particularly
good things at very low prices. We have a big lot of
Knee Pants, Boys' Shirts and Waists, which must go,
200 pair knee pants, worth up to 90c now
20 doz assorted, ahlrta wnrth up to 75c, now
20 do assorted boys' waist", worth 75c, now

I

Don't Forget The
LBUQUERQUE

J

:

J. BORRADAILE

About Your

-

100 doz Men's black and tan hose,

X

X

J
J

450
350
350

These Goods Are Well Worth Seeing

stern!

SIMON

I

THE CENTRAL AVENUE CLOTHIER

I

91 S to 9 SO.
FAIEDBERG BROS.
311 West

,

Central

SEE WINDOW DISPLAY
1

"WHY GIRLS LEAVE KQMb"
AT ELKS THEATRE

TONIGHT

Tlif Play tacks

l'lmra'U-riMtlfof the
Thriller Uut in Full
of Dramatic Situations.
"Why Girls Leave Home" Manager
Matron's offering at the Elks theatre
on Tuesday Feb. 16 Is said to be a
play that Is admirably constructed,
having very little of the bombastic
so characteristic of the melodramatic
style. There is a welcome lack of
stage machinery, and In place of
these K. J. Carpenter the owner, has
Invested hh) capital In adequate stage
settings.
The story tells of a wilful young
girl f who InribePntly got Into' bad
company, but her 'brother, also a
headstrong person, sought to advise
her by angry speech. Nettled by his
attitude the girl gets deeper into the
clutches of a designing wanton. The
brother In a frenzy strikes her and
think? he has caused her death, when
In reality she. has been carried away
by his enemies in .order that he might
be hanged for the crime; fatal results seem Imminent, when by a fortunate combination of circumstances,
all. danger I averted. A cast of players of unusual excellence Is promised in. the production of the piece.

.MeliHlnuim

--

actual cost of goods has

absolutely been ignored in our
Sale-beaut- iful

House-cleanin- g

i

f

es of Mexican Drawn Work at less
cost than linen in the bolt.

4

Has the postman brought you a post card yet

JOHN LEE CLARKE,

To feel strong, have good annetite
and digestion, sletp soundly and enjoy
lire, use uuraocK Hlooa Bitters, the
Subscribe for the Citizen and vet
great system tonic and builder.
the news.

IBedvemi
or

Jolhun
4

Son llo

FAMILY,

WORLD'S (iRHATK.ST f'l.AMl- - . .
VOYANT.
THE WOMAN WHO KNOWS.
Slip calls your nami
aloud. tells
you Just what you cfclled for without
you
asking
a oueNtlon. Tells pvitv.
thing you want to know; who Is true
a (i wno ih raise t. you; name whom
a id when you will
marry: settloR
iov ers' uuarrels: reunites thp Rewir
at(ed; locates absent ones: shows von
ow to gain tho love of those you
ost desire, even though miles away;
hov and when to invest to obtain the
bes possible results. Whatever vrmr
troubles, she can help you to success,
wealth and happiness.
Unllko the
fortune teller and pretender, she asks
ne fee In advance, and no fee It
perfect satisfaction Is not given. I
want to get acquainted with you
and nrOVe to VOIlr own Rntlufnr.Hnn
that I am 100 years In advance In
power to any other clairvoyant in the
I'orm today, and for this reason
I
give
ill!
absolutely
free
of
harge to every person visiting my
ifflce prepared for a life reading a
est reading free of charge. Special
ow fee.
are skentlrnl enll nnrl
be convinced that I can help you.
an
i.
today; tomorrow may be too

we find we ate still overstocked with Trimmed
' and Pattern Hats.
If underpricing will do it,'
we will dispose of them.

Prop-eert- y

or Farm Lands
Gold

I

t
t
a

UCD U0

Him.

I

We also have some big values in Furnishings for Men
and Boys. Study these Prices; we will save you mon- ey all the way through.
'

......

Madam Fay

wfUJm price.

$10,000 i

On Improved City

fe

'I

-.

I

To Loan
O.'fice 3rd

-

AT

$1,000 to

OOCXXXXXXXXX)OOOCXJOOOCOOCXXJ

W..

100 Suits and Overcoat, worth up to $30, marked
.
.Quit
.
a
100
-- o anil n.fcMnnata vrn.tl.
"vim uv lo an maXKea
loo suits and Overcoat, worth up to $16, marked

STRUT.

Lady Assistant

PHONE 72
O.

StCONO

Mrs. R. B. Patten i

MALOY'S

CAXDY CO.

"

.

Bakery Goods.

mr

We have just finished taking our annual inventory- - V
and find quite a lot of desirable merchandise still on J
hand, which must be sold quickly.
f

CEiVSS2WS

THE CAXDY I OK THE GII5L.
must be candy that Is pure nnd fino
(Trade and well flavor. We make anil
poll the required article, and she will
be sure to like It and thank you Tor
your selection.

Or THE FAMOl'S

208 S.

!

Ripe Olives; in
cans and In glass.

is.

PRICE REDUCTIONS

Johnson's Educator
Crackers just in.

Our Bid for Your Trade

Men's Dress Shoes
Men's Work Shoes
Women's High Shoes
Women's Low Shoes
Women's House Slippers1
Shoes for Boys
Shoes for Girls

MALOY'S

Strong Brothers

A new lot of Dr.

. "

'

1

vl

Be

tcerpay, rr.nnrAHv

CITIZEN.

inc.

Central Ave. and First St.

WHEN YOU BUY CUT GLASS ASK FOR

HAWKES, OR LIBBEY

?UOOOOOOKXXXXXXX)OOOOOOOOOL

For First Class Work and Prompt Defirery

jj

CALL

$

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.

I

VHITE VAGONS

cxx7jocxx3crxxxxxxxxxxxx)auc

Wl

DATTFDCHM
I t I 1 Lit Jvll

TZLKPHOHP 97

We have both makes. Our stock is large. Every piece marked very
low in plain figures. We will give a 10 per cent discount on these goods
to reduce stock.

The Lending

Jeweler

B

CCD
I
L.IV1ITT
V

1

1

IIERE WITH THE UOODS ALL
T1IE TIME. GALLJJP AMERICAN
BLOCK, $5.50 TOX. OALLVP I0GG,
$4.25. W. IL 1IA1IX CO., PIIONK SI.

Central Ave.
Albuquerque

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxryxxsarjaaa

livery and boarding stable

J.JJ

Our work

f Our Increasing Prescription

Watl Sliver Awenae
Albuquerque. N. U,
.

Ties
The latest creations in Four-in-Hafor men just received by express. All the new
effects and shapes

Salt Fish

Front. Phone

789.

Albuquerque.

and 73 Cents

Wilson Bros. Celebrated Shirts
in neat stripes only

01. OO

I

25c article on
market.
For Men. The
nothing
mixed,
grey
else
wears
5P1,
Ask for
as well.
MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
119 W.Gold

122 S. Second

I

A. D. LOKEN

GEO. A. WHITC

Meats

&!
--

Best Groceries
AT LOW

Our Motto: Quick sales and
small profits.

PRICE9

Dr.

Richelieu Grocery I

and Market

j

CASH

Richelieu

i Coal Coke

Products

Richelieu

Ikvt and Cleanest Stock of
and Meats in the

OOAIj

ALL LENGT1LS CEDAR AND
FIXION WOOD.
MTLL AND FACTORY WOOD.
LUMP, $5.50.
NUT, $4.S5.

We'll Pleat or Butt
We will meet any competition

firiH-erie-

i

1 118

i

West Gold

Wood

BEST AMERICAN BLOCK

Richelieu
Blend Coffee
None Better

Corner Si'vontii and Tljcra

UNIOS

Nana aeoemd

WM. DOLDE, Prop.

Canned Goods

Champion Grocery Co.

BUYERS'
122

Fresh Groceries and
Meats

on- -

TELEPHONE SI

10c
5c

Cream of Wheat, pkg
150
Postum, pkg
20c
Black Walnuts, lb
(e
Nice Meaty Prunes, 3 lb
tic
Large Apricots, 2 lbs for
25c
Large Raisins, lb
100
Large Colton Tomatoee
12tyo Sugar Corn
lOc
35c M. & J. Coffee
25e
Good Roasted Coffee, 3 lbs for... .50c
Best quality gun powder or English breakfast tea at
50c

lc

Groceries

TeJeplioue your orders to

Price's Oat

Meal
Bulk Oat Meal, lb

114 West Gold Avenue
Phone 606

BC9T

Call

PHARMACY

Bring Us Your Prescriptions

Furn
iture, btoves, Carpets, Etc.

205 South First Street

rotf

0

Occidental Building

We buy, sell and exchange

Give us your order on these
goods, and have the best as
well as the freshest.

i SKINNER'S

HIGHLAND

M. B. KEND1S, Prop.

Bloaters
Boneless Herring

lt)KAIV T) VHlt C1xyrilII Latest sty!, s nnd patterns, direct from New
York; the home of correct dreswrs
$16.50 to $25.00
TAII.OII MADE CLOTHING A larfte assortment of samples to choose from.
These are A. K. Anderson & t'o's. goods and have years of unrivaled
to back them m
..$15.00 to $50.00'
MKXV TIMM NFlHS
Suitable f".r work or drew. Just received from the
Kut
.$a.oo to $:.oo
VIS The $3.00 hat. A full line of spring styles. All shades
KIVGSIll liv
and shapeH.
INTKlttsTATE KHIUTS The home of shirts; factories In Troy, N. Y. We
show a complete line of new spring patterns direct from the Interstate
Shirt Co., Troy, N. Y.. for
$1.25 to $2.00
IOONK KOAHI' tOLLAIts You never injure your ties nor your temper with
theBe collars. Price the same as other
3 for 25c
XK!V
lutest creations In all shades and shapes. Made from
finest silks and satins
,25c, 35o, 50c and 75c
KPIUXG SHOES Oxfords, in patent leather, tan and Oxblood. .$3.50 to $5.00
ISOfilEHV- - A man's hosiery is an Important part of his dress. Shawknit
5P1 are unexcelled. We also have fancy hosiery In favorite shades.
I'MHMOIS Wle furnish standard Roods made up strictly according to A. T.
& S. F. requirements.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
HOYS' GOOIS Hunter brand trousers Village school shoes, Bear brand of
hose, hats, caps, underwear, gloves and overalls.
Our motto i3 HONEST VALUK. L t us convince you that our goods an
I
our prices are right.
rep-utiitl-

Hose
Shawknit
the
best

i

119 S.

PHARMJY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

CROWN FURNITURE
AND AUCTION CO.

Codfish

Second

ALVARADO

LI

Fresh Shipment
of
Milker Herring
Mackerel .

nd

SO

DRUGGISTS

CXXXXXXXXXXXXIOOOCXJOOCOOCXJO

STOCK.

117 West Central Avenue. Blue

B. H. Briggs & Co.

Mall Orders Solicited. Satisfaction aaaraatecd

Hawley on the Corner

The WILLIAMS DRUG Co.
119 8.
Second

Is III GUT In every
Hubba Laundry Co.

Developing and Finishing

Personal Attention Given
to All Work.

de-p- ar

Business".

sliowg that our methods and facilities are becoming better known
and appreciated. We have THREE REGISTERED men for this
Important work, the BEST APPLIANCES AND MOST CARE-

FULLY 6 ELECTED

NEW NECKWEAR

fcnent.

Mil

Ave.

I

AZTEC FUEL CO.
Phone 251.

Phone 235

Office, Corner

$

Granite and First
1

V

